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How I came to know about the subject of that. At that point I got confidential information that
mind control?
the heads of the Watch Tower Society were collaboratRick: Yes.
ing with the heads of the LDS [Latter Day
The briefest answer is “the school of hard Mornron] Church, and that confidential information toknocks”. If you go to university, they’re not going to tally changed my life. I realized that some of the orteach you courses on mind control. Psychiatrists and ganizations that I had investigated previously, like the
.,psychologists are not taught about how to program a LDS Church and the Jehovah Witnesses, were all tied
multiple personality.
I was investigating the illumi- together. And so, in trying to understand what’s bethese organizations, I was investigating the Illunati and my investigations into the Illuminati brought
was
me into contact with a fair number of people who were minati and in investigating the Illuminati,
trying to.get out of the Illuminati who had been subcontrol.
jetted to their mind control.
Because one of their biggest tools that they have in
ability to create totally
Fritz: Ok. In 1983, I had started a ministry to undetectable mind-controlled slaves. These are profree Jehovah Witnesses. I was trying to bring them grammed multiple personalities, and that gives them
is
out of their organization and bring them to Christ, and the ability to infiltrate any organization-nothing
I was getting ,tired of working with the little Jehovah as it seems any more. It doesn’t matter what kind of
Witnesses on the street. I wanted to decapitate the political system, religious system you have as a front,
authoritarian organization that was over them, and so it can be infiltrated and controlled, secretly.
Rick: You were investigating the Illuminati. How
I was praying the Lord would give me the ability to do
did
YOb
stumble across
mind control?
How did that
happen?
Well, there are
generational
Satanic families-and
they
have several
inside names
for themselves,
like
Myriah
Conquering
Wind,
Myriah
f::
short; another
name for them
is the Illuminati.
These
bloodlines,
which are more
like tribeswhen I say that
there are 13 top
Illuminati
bloodlines, I’m
really referring
to 13 tribes
rather than 13
last
names.

17, 1996.

These bloodline groups, these Elite. groups, they make
up movers and shakers of the world. They have been
carrying out mind control on their own people, as well
as others, for centuries and it’s been a closely guarded
secret. It’s given them the ability to carry out a lot of
things in secret. I’m trying to keep my answers brief.
Rick: Well, we don’t need to keep them too brief.
We have anywhere from one to two hours to talk. so
they can be as long as you like. I ask you, originally,
“briefly” because there is so much ground to cover, I
just thought it would be good for our readers to know
how you got into this because obviously you’re into it
verydeeplynow.
Fritz: Yes. Well, initially, when I started debriefing people who had come out of the Illuminati, because
of their mind control, they couldn’t talk to other people.
But because I had done my homework and my research,
they could talk to me because-how
to explain this,
there’s so much to try to explain-but
when you’re
under mind control, if you reveal secrets you’ve got
internal programming, for instance, if you tell a secret, your heart will stop and your heart will go into
seizure, or you’ll get a headache, or you’ll feel cold all
over, or your mind will become confused, and people
that are programmed multiples that are members of the
Illuminati, they are programmed to the hilt not to
veal the secrets. So, it’s very difftcult for them to talk
to an outsider, plus the Illuminati operates outside of
the box of what’s commonly believed, so most of these
people that have been members of the Illuminati have
been involved in things that the man in the street
wouldn’t believe in. And so it’s very difficult for someone who is trying to get out to just open up and talk to
a person. But because I had done my homework, there
were a lot fewer hurdles for these people that were trying to get out, to talk to me because I understood what
they were trying to talk about already. And so they
didn’t have to say a lot and trigger a lot of program;
ming, a lot of suicide programs, and they also had the
trust or the confidence that, if they did say something,
I would believe them.
One of my big breaks in investigating the Illuminati was that we had four people that had been teamed
together. They were two two-person teams and they
were all-they all had made the decision-their
multiple personality systems had made the-the
primary
alters had
the decision that they wanted out of
the Illuminati. And so, I had four people whose stories, their life stories overlapped and their evidence
confirmed each other. And that helped my learning
curve greatly because if I had gone in and not had the
evidence to start with,‘some of the things that I heard
would have been difficult for me to have accepted. But
because I had four people who were all telling me the
same thing and whose stories backed each other up and
their evidence collaborated one another, it gave me
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more confidence as a researcher to move forward on
the information that I was getting.
All members of the Illuminati receive some form of
mind control. A lot of them
receive trauma-based mind
control and go through systematic tortures and very sophisticated
programming
techniques for their entire
life.
I enjoy asking audiences,
“What do you think the most
popular occupation
is for
somebody in the Illuminati?”
And, generally, they give me answers like, “Lawyers, politicians.. .n.
And I say, “No. Christian clergymen.” If you’re
going to create someone who’s a multiple personality
to disguise who thev really are, to disguise this Dr.
Jekylfir. Hyde effect, you try to construct the best front
personality that you can imagine. And so these candidates for programming-they
are tested when they’re
very small babies by sophisticated testing techniques,
and the Illuminati has already determined what their
talents and potential are-and
then they design that
person and their front personalities to have a front
cover role in life, and they want that to be the best
cover that they can possibly construct. And of course,
since they are movers and shakers, they have the ability to send their people to the best schools, to open up
opportunities, job advancements, career advancements
that the,ordinary man in the street wouldn’t get. So, a
lot of people that are in a lot of important positions
have been, I guess in a way you could say, infiltratedin by the Illuminati, so that via these programmed multiples they can pull the strings of the world, behind
the scenes.
Rick: Now in all the material we’ve run, it’s pretty
apparent that there are many, many, many multiple personality mind-control victims out in society walking
around.

lem between cultures. For instance, if I was to go to
somewhere in Africa where the tribe had their own
unique culture, because of the cultural difference there
would be a lot of communication difficulties. And it’s
the very same problem. When I start to talk about mind
control, I have to teach some very basic things before I
can start even getting into the real basics. When I have
gone to Portland State University’s library here-as you
know, I live in Portand-to
do research, everything’s
been computerized, and if you type in the subject on
the computer: “mind control”, their library does not
show anything, does not have a category for books under mind control. The only thing that you’ll find is a
book on Silva Mind Control. In other words, as a subject in this big library, it doesn’t exist. Well if the
subject doesn’t exist, how are people going to file it
away in their minds? The word Illuminati-recently
the
had an article where they belittled
the whole concept. How many people have heard of
the Illuminati,
and even know
what it is? I even
find that when I
say the
word
Now, in last
“generational,
week’s paper,
Satanist”, people
the headline
puzzled.
are
was
rather
What’s a generas ho c k i n g ,
tional Satanist?
“Mind ConRick: Sure.
trol At China
If I
Lake-Testtalk about the
New
ing
Khazars,
‘Weapons’your
1000 Babies
Was A Small Batch!” I’m sure there are a lot of people magazine has, or if I talk about the
out there in average America that would look at that not the London metropolitan area, but the other Lonand say, “This is obviously fiction. There is no way don, the financial district, which is a
any such thing could even take’place because we would I talk about a lot of these :thirtgs, -I get blank
know about it. How could they cover up such a thing.” from people. If I talk to people and say, “Such-andsuch Christian minister is a 32nd or a
FreeI’m sure you run into that a lot.
I want to specifically address your point, mason,” they look at me with a puzzled look and say,
Rick, that 1,000 children seems like a sensational num- “So what?” You know? What is a Freemason? They
ber, because in practice the Illuminati programmers
don’t know anything about the secret societies. So,
have historically worked with small numbers of chil- you have to teach them the basics before you can even
dren. That figure of 1,000 is based upon recollections
really get to the basics of what you want to talk about.
of two men who helped at China Lake with the pro- And there’s such, there’s this big gnlf in-big diffrgramming. It is also based on other research which culty in trying to communicate basic concepts to people
indicates the size and scope of what the Illuminati are that- that’s why I like to work with books, because
doing. Some china Lake victims I’ve
with ex- then somebody can assimilate the information, this vast
perienced much smaller groups. It’s like, how many amount of information that they need to learn to catchpeople attend a basketball game? It depends on who, up, to just get
the starting line.
what, - where,
and
Rlik: People can always go back and refer to what
when, and how many they read and assimilate at their pace.
people get mind-conFritz: Yeah, exactly, right. Because I was findtrol programming at ing-when I would say, such and such Christian mina programming cen- ister is a 33rd degree Freemason, and then I would have
ter-it
depends on a Christian minister give me a blank stare and say,
who, where, what and “Well, the Freemasons, they’re just a group of old men
when.
that play cards.”
Sure. And I disAnd I’m thinking, “Oh boy, they must have some
covered that the ma- really powerful card games considering the millions
jor difficulty that I of dollars that they’ve put into their temples and
had in communicatthings.” Here in Portland, they have something like
ing what is going on 77 properties. There are more Masonic temples and
is not
ofi a lodges then there are churches of any denomination.
lack of facts. I have
Were you ever a member of the Masonic
file cabinets and file Order?
cabinets of facts. I
have an %OO-page
How did you focus on Freemasonry?
Was
that just part of an offshoot of the study into the Illubook, which is loaded minati, or did you study Freemasonry first and that led
with facts. I have no problem with presenting facts to to the Illuminati?
I studied Freemasonry first, but you can’t
people. My problem is that from the cradle to the grave
people’s world view, their frame of reference, has been separate the two. The Masonic Lodge or the Masonic
there are a lot of different rites, you’ve
built by the world system. Their frame of reference system-and
has been built so that they can’t assimilate the truth got the American rite and European rites-your
Maabout what’s going on.
sonic system is the outer symbols of the mystery reliSo what we’re dealing with is a communication
gions. Now, first thing you do to join the Freemasons
problem. It’s very similar to the communication prob- is fill out a form requesting to be initiated into the

late so many events that are historically happening before our eyes, in a way that it appears that these are
just random events
that are happening,
without any grand
design to them. It’s
just like the Russian
Revolution “just happened”, the Civil War
“just happened”. But
they didn’t.
These
were carefully
detailed plans that were
carried out very systematically. I’ve gotten to-1 haven’t seen-you know, the complete scope
of their plans. But what I have seen from debriefing
people and some of the documents I’ve seen, is they’re
very detailed. They’ve got very sophisticated, detailed
plans for man i p u 1a t i n g
world events.

It doesn’t matter
of political system,
system you have as
can be infiltrated
trolled, secretly.

What would you say: Are there any common themes that you’ve come across, in terms of what
the New World Order agenda would be for these-is it
merely chaos? Or, is it total control of the population?
What is your sense of it?
From debriefing people that have sat in on
high level meetings-when
I say high level, I’m talking about Illuminati meetings-what
I’m describing
is that, some of the people
that I have worked years
with, and some people that
I’ve only talked maybe a day
with, or so, some of these
people have sat in on Illuminati meetings where their
20-year plans, their 30-years
plans, their 50-year plans
have been discussed in detail. And, one of the major
designs to what they are doing is that, everything is to
happen in the unfoldment of
their plan, as if it just happened naturally.
For instance, O.J. Simpson: O.J.
Simpson worked for the CIA,
had a type of mind control,
and it’s my conviction from
what I know and have heard, that 0. J. Simpson’s whole
mess, this whole long mess that the networks are broadcasting to us in such abundance, was planned long ago.
CONTACT readers will

what kind
religious
a front, it
and con-

All members of the Illuminati receive
some form of mind control. A lot of them
receive trauma-based mind control and go
through systematic tortures and very
sophisticated programming techniques
for their entire life.

These bloodline
groups,
these Elite groups, they make
up movers and shakers of the
world. They have been carrying out mind control on their
own people, as well as others,
for centuries and it’s been a
closely guarded secret.

When you’re able to control millions of programmed
multiples from behind the scenes, you could manipu-
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And if you read any of their top writers, I’m getting at is, let’s say, George Bush-is
mysteries.
George human beings because of the way they’ve been treated
they will tell you that those mysteries that you are join- Bush a bad character because he’s a 33rd degree Free- since birth...
ing are the mysmason? Is he a
Correct.
tery religions, the
bad character beWhat happens to these aberrations after the
mystery religions
When you’re able to control millions of cause he belongs programming7 Do they find their way to the so-called
of Balllon.
So
Order of Underground Railroad to different abuse situations or
programmed multiples from behind the tothe the Skull
that’s
the very
& slave situations; are they manipulated in terms of pofirst thing is, you
Bones?
Or
is
he
litical espionage world-wide? Are they used for priscenes, you cou1.d manipulate so many
request to be initia bad character
vate sexual deviations? Or, all the above?
ated into the mysbecause he was
All of the above. But the thing that I am
events
that are historically happening
teries.
The IlluDirector of the trying to communicate that has not been communicated
before our eyes, in a way that it appears that CIA? You know? by other people, and maybe others who are exposing
minati is also a
continuation
of
the mind control just aren’t aware of this-but what I
these are just random events that are Just...
the mystery reliAll am trying to communicate is that they are using these
gions, but it’s the
mind-controlled slaves across a wide spectrum of socihappening, without any grand design to the above.
hard core rituals,
And ety. They create doctors, engineers, lawyers. They have
them.
the hard core part
the answer
I these people infiltrated into many different organizaof the mystery rewould say is, he tions. Let’s say they want to control a labor union, or
ligions. Although, when you get into the very upper is a bad character because of the bad things he does. let’s say they want to control what’s happening at a
levels and some of your more esoteric Masonic rites, So I try to stay away from throwing a lot of labels D.A.‘s office, they will have their mind-controlled slave
you get into the same stuff that the Illuminati does.
around, you know. I know very well what a large num- situated in a key place within a particular labor union
Most of our readers are aware that 33rd de- ber of these groups are up to, but this thing is so big or their mind-controlled slave situated in a particular
gree Masonry involves a Satanic ritual of the mock- that it’s gotten beyond labels.
D.A.% office-that
gives them control over the situakilling of the Christ. Have you found much of a correRick: Has anyone tried to stop you?
tion. It’s not all for drug-running or for money-launlation between Freemasonry at its highest levels and
Oh yeah, many times. As I’m looking here, dering or for spying. A lot of this is just so that they
mind control?
talking to you, I’m looking at a bullet hole in some can control the world. I’m bumping into-in my head
A lot of the victims here in Oregon, bullet-proof glass. We installed bullet-proof glass in I have so much to say, and it’s hard to know where to
for instance, that have been subjected to trauma-based
this house, and they still managed to get a bullet to start and I’m trying to go through a process-like
I
mind control happen to have been programmed in Ma- make a hole in it. Yeah, but I don’t talk about that say, I know we have the time, but on the other hand, I
sonic lodges and temples and also in the Shriner hos- very much. I prefer to keep quiet about those kind of want to be succinct for you. Do you feel like I’ve compita1 here.
things. One reason why is because I believe that this municated enough on that, that I’ve gotten...
And for what purpose?
New World Order is made up of a lot of bully-type
Rick: Well, I think it’s an important area because
Boy, many purposes. Let’s see if we can people, and one thing I learned in school being around much of what our readers have read so far has to do
review a few of these. Let me explain this in steps so bullies was, if you’re afraid of them, it only encour- with the sexual aspects, and you’re getting into an area
that the readers that may read this interview can un- ages them. They feed off of a spirit of fear. You look that is a little broader spectrum, and I think that’s usederstand. Let’s say that you’re a girl that’s been in- at the aliens that have been talked about so much in ful to understand the wide use of these beings to usurp
ducted into the Illuminati.
You’ve gone before the recent years, and I prefer to call them demons, but powerful and key positions in our society. Basically,
Grand Druid Council, and then formally been approved, whatever label you
creating
a mind-conat the age of 3. The first level that you will join, of the want to out on r
I trolled civilization.
esIlluminati proper, will be the Sisters of Light. The these aliens, they
There’s
Egyptian
Hermetic
sexual
~e~tkiz;:
Exactly,’
Sisters of Light have their rituals in Masonic lodges feed off of our fear.
Rick:
So let’s talk
and Masonic locations, and Sisters of Light are very So, I encourage
rites and stuff-anyway, the Sisters of
interwoven with the Freemasons. You had to be a very people, as they go
Light are subjected to a lot of abuse abo;$ib well in dehigh-ranking Freemason to get to-1 guess, from their through life, not to
briefing people that have
vantage point it would be to enjoy-the
Sisters of Light. respond to the New
within Masonic rituals.
sat-in on Illuminati meetWorld Order out of
There’s Egyptian Hermetic sexual rites and stuff-anyings, they were instructed
way, the Sisters of Light are subjected to a lot of abuse a spirit of fear and
within Masonic rituals. So, see, here you’ve got an not to respond to things that way, but to find other more how all of the political positions were going to be controlled. By this time, if the time-table was carried out
overlapping of the Illuminati. That’s an Illuminati rank efficacious motivations.
I would imagine that there are quite a few like it was supposed to, essentially all political posithat’s interwoven with the Freemasons.
So one purout and you only have so tions around the world have been brought under their
pose for the programming would be to create sexual victims who would
control. Not everybody that they control is a mindslaves. And you’re not going to get normal people to much time in which to work, lecture and write.
That’s true.
controlled, programmed multiple.
There are some
subject themselves to some of these horrible Hermetic
people that they are blackmailing, and there’s a numRick: Do you have your own network of referrals?
sexual rites unless their mind has been tampered with.
I sometimes refer people other places but I ber of different coercive methods to control people. But
The Sisters of Light are terribly abused by these highranking Freemasons. From there, a girl would progress don’t know very many people that I feel comfortable you can imagine the power that they have if they coninto the Mothers of Darkness, which is a higher Illu- using for referrals. There are a number of people that trol all of the politicians around the world. Imagine
And when the girls advance into the have worked with some of the better therapists in this the power that they have if they control a large perminati rank.
Mothers of Darkness, then they break free of that in- country, and they have come here because they felt like centage of the hospitals and doctors around the world.
The Mothers of Darkness have this was the only place that they could get help, at the Now one of the things that you need to do to control
tense traumatization.
their rituals without men being present. Some of the level of help that they needed. By being available, or people is to weaken them, to make them unhealthy,
rituals may have one man present, but it’s a whole dif- trying to be available for the public, to help in this because somebody who is sick is much easier to conCONTACT
ferent-it
has a whole different feel to it than the Sis- respect means that I’m nut ragged and there are a lot trol.
ters of Light. The Freemasons have been involved, as of demands made on my time. The phone rings inces-pan
other secret societies, in illegal activities. People that santly. But, as is humanly possible, I try to make my
a
are involved with gun-running, drug-smuggling, white- self available and not try to hide. Very few authors are
(high taxes);
slavery and this type of thing need to have programmed willing to allow themselves to be interrupted like that.
(“control of education”);
too
mind-controlled
slaves at their disposal so that they Most authors prefer to sequester themselves in isola(their control of “health” industry).] So there’s
can carry out these nefarious activities without getting tion so that they can get the work done, but I felt like
caught. But one of the things that I’ve learned in re- the most important thing in life is people. My calling been a medical conspiracy-anybody
who’s tried to prosearching the power structure is that it defies labels. on life is to be a social and religious reformer, and in mote alternative medical methods that really genuinely
You can’t place all of the blame for what’s happening trying to carry out my calling, I try to make myself work, has noticed that they are running up against a
very powerful medical establishment. They control the
on the Masonic Lodge. Nor can you place it, let’s say, available
Let’s get back to the large numbers of mind- health of the world at all levels: what you’re able toon the Catholic Church or anything else. Basically
control victims.
the type of hospital that you’re able to go to, the type
you have a network-and
that’s their own terminology
of health care that’s available, the type of training the
Ok.
for what they call themselves, “The Network”-you
Just China Lake: I’m going to come back to doctors get. And to be able to fully carry out that type
have a network of criminals that are in very powerful
positions around the world, and using labels to iden- that again, the numbers are so massive. What hap- of control, they have had to not only work off of bribtidy them just falls short of getting the job done. What pens to these beings-I’m almost reluctant to call them ery and intimidation, but they’ve also had to infiltrate
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their mind-controlled slaves into key positions. Let’s ing about going back and looking at history, Ralph a subject for another interview. There
say, for instance, you’re wanting to control the AMA, Waldo Emerson and others have called it
for hope, but we have to base our hope on reality,
ok?
And asking yourself, where in history did the not
false hopes, and
order to really
good example.
powerful Elite ever step down and really quit manipu- have true hope, real solutions, we have to really unYeah. Well, if you don’t have some people lating things behind the scenes? You can’t find a point derstand what the problem is. And the ramifications
in key positions that are totally unscrupulous and you in history. And unfortunately these powerful people of this mind control are just so mind-boggling that I
can totally depend
have been the ones will present some of them right here, right now. But
upon, then there’s
because this is such a major paradigm shift, even
the possibility that
Lies like to breed more lies to eprotect ~%?%%~~f~t~
though I just rattle them off, it will probably take years
they might, in a
for the readers to really appreciate what I’m saying
So we’ve had deception I ~~~~~n~~$~t~$ because it took mvself years to really make the shift.
sense, turn traitor I the first ones.
toward the World
Everything in’socie-Q has been corrupted. Our proafter deception after deception, and this publish~andthq
havefessional
System and actucarefully manipulated
sports have been corrupted. You can throw a
ally have a conhas permeated our society like a cancer. history so that a very basketball game to one side or the other using a mindscience.
So they
distorted view of his- controlled player or a mind-controlled coach. You can
could do a lot of
tory is presented to corrupt the judicial system. You can control the rate
damage in a position like that to your great plan to the common person. And they have been sitting on of how inventions reach the public. One of the things
bring in a New World Order. You have to have your technology way beyond what they’re allowing the corn- that they are doing is: they are programming these
key people in those kinds of positions under mind
mon person to realize. They are, very easily 30 years slaves with inventions, like 20 years prior, to the introl. You know, they have a Secret Strike Force to de- beyond what we see today in their workable technol- ventions being supposedly discovered. In other words,
stroy alternative medicine. And again, if the public ogy. So this is not a problem that has come about over- I take a slave, I program an invention into him. He’s
found out about the CCHI and the NCHF, which are night. When people go back and take the time to read programmed that at a certain point in time his mind
secret strike groups, then your corruption would be some good overviews of how this conspiracy has oper- will think of this invention, and then other people are
exposed. So you have to have people that you can de- ated for thousands of years, then they will begin to see programmed to create a company around that invert-~ /
pend upon to keep secrets. The one thing-the
reason the problem that we have arrived at today didn’t come tion. And therefore, you can control the rate at which
why it’s hard to talk about this is because I don’t know about overnight. This has taken a long time, and lots that technology is being released into society, which is
whether the people that are reading this are going to of deception. And of course, as the readers are aware, important if you’re trying to control society.
realize that you can erase the memories of a mind-con- lies don’t stay single, deceptions don’t remain single,
The vast amounts of immigrants that are coming
trolled slave after you use them.
but they like to breed. Lies like to breed more lies to from Eastern Europe and the former USSR, large numYes, they’ve read that in Cathy’s material. protect the first ones. So we’ve had deception after bers of these are under this trauma-based mind con0
deception after deception, and this has permeated our trol. How many Spetsnaz agents have been infiltrated
society like a cancer. So on the one hand we have our into this country through immigration? If you look at
p. 6,
the fig&es for iminteliigence
migration, you’ll
agencies makAnd you mentioned whether it was possible see that the
“.
ing
people
Eight. So you have to understand the big believe
Commuthat
to ever really right things. I don’t really think former
picture and some of the details before some of the things they’re protectnist countries, the
that I have to say make much sense. If you have your ing them-that
it is. We have programmed robots program- former Soviet
people salted in, like in the judicial system, then when they are deceivUnion, China, and
ming robots. This thing is entirely out of the Vietnam,
a doctor who’s-let’s
say he’s a homeopathic doctoring to protect
and
is arrested on false charges because you have control their national
Eastern Europe,
hands of sane, sensible people.
over the judicial system, you can put the screws to the interest, but if
are right up at the
doctor. You have to have everything in place for the people would
top of where imthing to work. If the hospitals weren’t in line, and the study what the effects of deception are on a culture, migrants to the U.S. come from. It is just simply mind
AMA wasn’t in line, and the judicial system, and your any society or culture that begins to have a level of boggling to think how many Spetsnaz and other mindsecret strike forces, and your regulatory groups, if one distrust, starts falling apart. Every deception that the control slaves have been infiltrated into this country
link in the chain wasn’t working, why the chain would CIA perpetrates has a chain reaction of more decep- to wreak havoc upon this nation and everything we
break. In order to make their conspiracy work, they tions resulting from it, and in turn, those spread out stand for.
and are
the very
have to have all of the links of the chain of this conRick: How do you keep from falling into deep dethey have to plant, or if you want to fabric of society because society is built on communi- pression, in your understanding of all of this’?
spiracy strong.
use the word salt or seed, they have to place these mind- cation and cooperation, and deception destroys those.
Well, that comes from a deep understandcontrolled slaves across the board in society at large And one of the things that these mindcontrolled slaves ing of God and the limitation God has placed upon evil.
that there are not any weak links. Otherwise, like are doing, very subtly, is they’re spreading their fear Evil is not out of control, but God placed a point in
using the example of health care, if the people could and distrust that they have on a subconscious level to time that He allowed evil .to come into being, and He’s
get financial assistance to go to alternative medical society in general, and the very fabric of our civiliza- also placed a pointin time where He will do away with
practices, they would. Or, if the public could go to tion is coming unraveled. We’ve got their great can- evil. And I also understand some of the reasons why
medical school and learn about these alternative prac- cer of deception. And you mentioned whether it was God has allowed these traumas and evils into our lives,
tices, they would.
each one of these places has to possible to ever really right things. I don’t really think that He’s trying to develop an opportunity to truly love
be controlled. And in order to control such a vast ap- it is. We have programmed robots programming ro- Him, that He’s given mankind free will here on this
paratus secretly, they use mind-controlled, programmed bots. This thing is entirely out of the hands of sane, planet. People have an opportunity that’s very unique,
multiples.
sensible people.
they have a choice to accept their Creator or to reject
I’m sure there’s a whole bunch of people
Well, I would hate to end on a note like Him. They have a choice between good and evil. When
out there who would say
whole thing sounds nuts, that, so let’s keep talking.
people talk about some of the grey aliens and you look
it sounds like conspiratorial hooey. I think, by and
at the reptilian control over them, you look at other
large, almost all of our readers are not of that school,
species of life here on Earth-they’ve
not been given a
but I’m sure that part of the difficulty in breaking
Fritz: So far, we:ve just barely scratched the prob- conscience, they’ve not been given a consciousness to
through in all of this is the fact that it sounds nuts. It lem. I am...
the level that humanity has. So we have some real
is so vast and so broad and so far reaching in every
You’ve read what we’ve printed of your ma- opportunities here, but they’re choices that can go both
terial, and you are aware of Cathy [O’Brien] and Mark’s ways. But in the end, we know that evil is going to be
fabric of society’that to, one, expose it is only the-it’s
material. What areas have we not explored turned towards good. And the life of Christ was to
not even the beginning. It’s almost like a prethought.
for our readers to under- show, was to prove to mankind, that here was an innoThere’s
much that comes after that in terms of un- that you feel are
doing the damage that has been done, if it is even pos- stand to get an overall comprehension of the scope of cent man who suffered and was killed by the people,
sible to undo. Again, I will say, by and large, I’m sure things?
and yet you see that God was able to take that life and
most of our readers believe in God and the power of
Ok, good question. The New Agers have a bring good out of it. So, we’re told in the Word of God
experience evil, but that God can
God being absolutely unlimited, and if it were not for
that fact, this picture would be extremely bleak.
control are so far reaching that it’s taken me years of develop faith and virtue and knowledge
self-conTrue. What we’ve had, century after ten- paradigm shift. One of the things that people need to trol and Godliness and love out of those evils that are
tury, is one lie painted over another. They have been realize -and get me right, I’m not saying that there traumatizing us.
layering-in the lies for thousands of years. We’re talk- isn’t hope. There’s lots of hope. And that’s
That’s a perfect place to end, right there.
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pointment.

A prime solution to

this negative
would be to shine
the proverbial
spotlight
of

TRUTH on her now highly visible, powerful Cabinet position.
There is nothing new under the
Sun as far as Albright’s
agenda
and purpose are concerned.
In-

stead, her role as US Secretary
of State keeps her and her agenda
far more visible
than it previously has been.
It was my experience
as a
Pentagon-level
CIA MK-Ultra

mind-controlled

slave during the

Reagan/Bush
Administration
have had repeated contact

to

with
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Then-Goverxior of Pennsylvania Dick Thornburgh was
encased in conversation with Senator Arlen Specter.
Within the farthest reaches of my expanded peripheral
vision I saw George Bush talking with his U.N. contidant Madeleine Albright. Knowing I could see him as
though I had eyes in the back of my head, Bush subtly
signaled me to join them.
“You know Madeleine Albright,” Bush began. Expertly using terminology from previously-instilled
Catholic Jesuit beliefs, he continued, “She’s the reverend mother of all sisters (slaves). She’s so close to
God that an order from her is an order from Him.”
Albright snickered, apparently impressed with Bush’s
“witty” manipulation of program verbiage. “She rose
in the U.N. through me to implement the New World
peace process.”
Albright (re:
DurAlbright said to me, “I hear you’re a world
ing the 198Os, she represented the interests of George (whirled?) piece”.
Bush/New World Order in Caribbean operations
“Who told you that?” Bush demanded.
“Larry Flynt, for her stint in Jamaica,” she quickly
through her office in the Organization of America
States (OAS) building in Washington, DC.
explained.
(While in Jamaica under Albright’s [via
In 1984, I was in Washington, DC as ordered and Bush’s] instruction, Larry Flynt photographers took adhad been instructed to meet with then-President Ronald vantage of my being there to use the picturesque Dunns
Reagan at a White House cocktail party (quoting
River Falls as a backdrop for pornographic photos used
Chapter 20): As I in
magazine.)
walked -through the crowd toward Reagan, I saw faBush threw up his hand in apparent disgust at the
miliar faces associated with the “Order of the Rose”, idea of sex relating to someone with two digits in their
(The “Order of the Rose” was an emblem of those ush- age. “Spare me,” he said.
“That’s my job,: Albright said matter-of-factly with
ering in the New World Order. “Orders from the Rose,”
were orders from George Bush.)
the room, Bill a smile of pride. She shooed me away while condeand Bob Bennett were laughing with Dick Cheney. scendingly saying, “1’11see you tomorrow at the OAS

As Congressional Confirmation Hearings continue
on Clinton’s
Cabinet appointment
of Madeleine
Albright as Secretary of State, I realize the most pertinent issues will not be publicly brought to light nor
considered at this time. Exactly what is “former” U.S.
United Nations Ambassador Albright’s agenda, and
what are the fruits of her labors? Is there anyone out
there besides George Bush/Bill Clinton who respects
her dedication to New World Order controls and mass
genocide?
To those of you who so wisely refuse to follow the
controlled “news” media, “they” have been recently repeatedly telling US that We-the-People “do not care
about ethics”. -It seems that the
majority of the sheeple are either
led to believe this misrepresentation, or the voice of the majority is publicly silenced.
It is
Mark’s and
observation as we
travel throughout
the country
that people are waking up to reality on such a mass scale that
the controls being implemented
by the perpe-TRAITORS of the
New World Order are far from
By JOHN DANISZEWSKI
representative
of the majority’s
soul-conviction. Many are awakening spiritually to rise above deliberately instilled earthy percep. RIYADH. Saudi Arabia-Here
tions to finally embrace TRUTH.
are things about U.S. !&ret&y of
One TRUTH you Need-toState-designate.
Madeleine AlKnow
is that
Madeleine
bright that you might not know
unless you are a regular reader of
Albright’s
treasonous
crimes
the Arab press:
against
humanity
must he
She is a frustrated oldmaid.
brought to light and stopped. It
President Clinton promised her
is time she, like George Bush and
a husband
if she,mt
U.N.
other perpe-TRAITORS
of the
Secretary-Generat:.::.*qutros
New World Order, be held acBoutros-Ghaii, an Egyp~ian,+ed
.,x:,
‘
from his job.
countable for her inhumane ac_A.?:..
She is Jewish, :~-?~~?nist., in
Mark Phillips’ profound
tions.
advice to me of voicing no negatives without a SOULution
certainly
needs to be applied
to
Albright’s
recent
cabinet
ap-

. ..

Israel’s back pocket--end,i,t goes
without saying, hat&m;:
She does the rnacxz
course, only th&T&X’these
ass&tions is factu&%iTjj
by
the furious, mean reaction ‘w.,&
bright in the Arab world, Clinm’s
choice to lead the diploma,cy-of.@
world’s only .superpower.:;i$i$%$li
faces some formidable $&a4!4
-r-rv
in this region.
Here in the Middle tic%%&
American secretaries of :%%an
recent years have pl~ye&&&&l
roles in advancing the.+!ZQRi?3
w-in
part by emphasizI&their
impartiality-some
respec*.&&
commentators -are convimt
Albright’s appointment &&&&a
new American tilt in &~e$@&
tion.
Ironically,
being made
professional
concentrated on ‘E&&$%e

an interview this week. “Madeleine
outside of her ambassadorship at
the United Nations-has
e relatively thin track record on the
Middle East.
In Washington, State Department spokesman Glyn Davies appeared speechless -when told of
some of the more personal attacks
that have been leveled against
Albright. “Statements of that kind
are without fqundation, biased and
reprehensible: Any press comment
portraying her along these lines is
a lie-and that’s about the most
charitable aso can be on something
like this.”
Aa for any alleged pro-Israel
bias, Davies said, “it’s inaccurate to
describe her as coming into this job
with those kind of prejudices.”
said
U.S. government
that as a longtime foreign
policy expert active in the Democratic Party, Albright naturally
worked with many supporters of
Israel. But she a&o has taken
positiona contrary to those of Israel
he said. A recent example is the
just-completed deal allowing Baghdad to sell $2 billion in oil to relieve
malnutrition and d&ease in Iraq:
Israel opposed it at the U.N.. while
Albright was a
Still, the image of Albright as
Israel’s new champion at the State

Department persists in the maledominated Islamic world That
macarena-loving
horrible,
woman,” was the way one otherwise U.S.-leaning
academic in
Saudi Arabia dismissed Albright in

Albright is no friend of the Arabs.”
The Saudi-owned and Londonbased Arabic daily Al Hayat on
Saturday asserted that Albright
was not Clinton’s choice but “the
choice of the ‘Jewish lobby in
America, just as William Cohen is
at the Department of Defense.”
“It has become very difficult to
find one position [in the Clinton
administration] that is not held by
a Jew,” the paper claimed.
Cohen’s official biographies fist
him as a member of the UnitarianUniversalist Church.
As for Albright, she was born in
Czechoslovakia to a Roman Catholic family; as an adult, she became
an Episcopalian. Married in the
United States, she and her husband
had three daughters before their
divorce in 1982.
Some of the criticism of Albright
began even before Clinton nominated her to succeed Secretary of
State Warren Christopher. It stems
from her part in ousting BoutrosGhali. a role interpreted by many
Arabs as a personal vendetta
against a distinguished Arab leader
simply for being too independent
and fair.
The United States has insisted
that it vetoed a second term for
Boutros-Ghali not because he is an
Arab, but because the administration wants a secretary-general
who will press harder for reforms
at the world body.
Still, Egyptian newspapers, in
particular, have been livid over the
treatment of their countryman.

One editmial cartoon referred to
Albrlght using an Arab word that
means “maid” or “spinster” and
showed Clinton offering her a husband if she would bring down
Boutros-Ghali. Another portrayed
her knocking out Boutxos-Chali in a
boxing ring, then striding off to
tackle her next victim, “the Arab
World.”
everal cartoonists identify her
s with Israel-holding that nation’s
flag, dressed in six-pointed Jewish
reincarnation of Golda
starsorasa
Meir, the late Israeli prime minister.
In print, meanwhile, commentators accuse her of suppressing a U.N.
report last spring that criticized
Israel for the bombardment of a
U.N. peacekeeping camp in southern
Lebanon where scores of refugees
were killed. She is also painted as
heartless when it comes to the
suffering of the Iraqi people after six
years UN.-imposed sanctions.
Walid Moualem. Syria’s ambassador to the United States, was
quoted as saying that Albright will
have to work very hard to overcome her negative image among
Arabs. “She must redouble her
efforts to understand their cause,”
he said.
But Egyptian Foreign Minister
Amir Moussa offers a rare conciliatory voice. Egypt “does not reject
or fear the appointment,” he said,
and looks forward to cooperating
with Albright.
nmos staff WItof Tylar Matsholl In
contributed to tt~Iareport.
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off&. Now, you run along and play.” Noting that her
nonspecific orders left me unable to determine which
way to turn, literally, she aimed me back in the direction of Reagan. (End quote)
Albright was/is an expert at manipulating the subconscious mind through Neuro Linguistic Programming language and has a full working knowledge of
National/International
MK-Ultra mind control, which
includes (but is not limited to) Jesuit programming
themes. When Reagan first introduced me to her as
-my mentor” for Jesuit operations in the Caribbean,
he told me, “Madeleine Albright is a Saint. The
Mother Teresa of the Caribbean.”
Although I consider Albright to be among the most
intelligent people I have ever encountered, she has no
wisdom. No depth of soul. She, like so many others I
knew while under mind control, has apparently failed
to consider the strength of the human spirit. TRUTH
and LOVE are alien to her... which WILL be her inevitable downfall from assumed power. It never occurred to her that a former robotic slave such as myself could ever think to tell of her misdeeds, and she
blatantly conducted herself as though she were above
reproach.
It was my experience that Albright and Bush were
friends, sharings the same agenda and motivations.
Unlike Reagan, Clinton, Saudi Arabian King Fahd,
Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, Mexican
Presidents de la Madrid and Salinas, etc., Albright did
not “answer” to Bush. Instead, she executed her agenda
along side of Bush, complementing his works. They
appeared to mutually respect each others’ workload and
role in fulfilling what Hitler and Nero termed New
World Order.
Likewise, Albright and then-CIA Director Bill Casey
shared all agenda and workload... but with a slightly different spin. Albright utilized her working knowledge of Jesuitbased mind control progranuuing/conditiouing with ease
when manipulating me, yet it was my experience that Bill
Casey was the most powerful link of Jesuit&t&m ties to the
CIA. While Albright and Casey shared prominent and iufluential positions in the New World Order Elite’s Order of the
Rose, it was Casey who was forever silenced during Iran
Contra for what his position could/would reveal about the
overall world dominance effort.
From my perception, Casey “religiously” implemented
Jesuit/%&an controls globally while Albright simply used
them to further her New World Order agenda of mass genocide and mind control. While Casey orchestrated the annihilation of Haitians (as detailed in Chapter 23 of
mation ofAmerica) Albright’s focus was more diverse. The
end of Haitian President Baby Dot Duvalier ‘s regime in 1985
and subsequent annihilation of many Haitian people through
the deliberate spread of AIDs prompted the relocation of CIA
drug routes from Haiti. While Casey’s influence on Haiti
was an end to a means of no-longer-needed CIA drug routes,
Albright used Haiti as a means to an end of a previously established culture and an opportuuity for advancement and
expansion of New World Order controls throughout the South
American Hemisphere.
Haiti was/is but one small tentacle of Albright’s global
reach.
Political motives aside for the moment, Albright accessed
my mindcontrolled sex programming in a most UNsavory
way to satisfy her pen&ions while in her OAS office in
1984. My distasteful sexual experience with Albright exemplifies the physical gratiflcation level of her needs, as she
apparently did not have time to be hindered with any kind of
personal relationship. While sex was not driving her the
way it apparently did others to whom I had been prostituted,
her preference for women was glaringly obvious to me. Sexually gratifying herself was more akin to absolving a physical
annoyance though any convenient means that did not involve intimacy, whereby a mind-controlled slave could quickly
and conveniently satisfy her needs. She accessed my programing accordingly.
Today I am appalled that the controlled media tell US
that “Women’s groups” are actively supporting the appointment of Albright as secretary of State. Why? Is this inhu-

mane creature considered to be a “woman”? By whose deti&ion? Who appointed these “Women’s groups? to play out
a staged competition of the sexes that has nothing to do with
peacefully and naturally living True-to-Soul? How could
Albright possibly epitomize “woman”-let alone represent
0URnati0n-tbroughpervewion0fpowerthatincl~mass
mind control and genocide?
As Secretary of State, Madeleine Albright will have ultimate control over the management of OUR nation’s secrets
with the power to invoke the 1947 National Security Act to
cover any crime she desires and further withhold critical information that We-the-People have a right to know.

7

It is time her soul-less agenda be brought to light.
I realize there will be those few who choose not to face
TRUTH and will pull down the blinds to the windows
of their souls. But no matter how tightly they may
close their eyes to reality, TRUTH does not go away.
TRUTH, by its very nature, prevails. Once TRUTH is
embraced and acted upon in love it is TRUTH that sets
US free! ! Embrace TRUTH now.. . while you can still
think to do so for the sake of humanity as we know it.
And help Spread the Word through disseminating information. Knowledge is our ONLY defense against mind control
and NW0 mind amtrollers like Madeleine Albright.

l-10 books (per order) = $15.00
1 l-25 books = $13.00 each; 26 or more books = $11 .OOeach
(plus shipping)

“Mind Control Out Of Control”
Cathy & Mark at Global Science Confbrence
2-Hour Video, $20.00 (plus shipping)
Box 27353
89126

Prices quoted in U.S. dollars:
See Back Page for shipping and handling charges.
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care for them all and bears the burden upon his back
like super-glue and all we can do, really, is love him
and be grateful he is “legal” in his citizenship status for
it is very hard for “visitors”. The U.S. Government
only allows citizenship without trouble to its SPECIAL
allies. I have no time or space for prejudice-but
I
respect bias as in a person’s own expression and, in
addition, I have the only bilingual English/Spanish
speaking Big Birds (Three Macaw parrots). Ringo, the
Amazon parrot, and Rosie, the Rose Breasted Cockatoo, just scream loudly a correction to English. The rest
of the menagerie, aviary and petting zoo, simply accept
the loving and the feeding with little real appreciation
of what-or who anyone IS.
All of you would appreciate, however, the year
(1988) of the first “encounters” of the vapor variety.
Our computer-run whirlpool bath would turn on and
run WITHOUT ALL ITS PARTS. The Smoke alarms
went off every ten minutes for five or ten minutes each
and the “visitors” would inspect the house for danger
on our “return” and leave the doors open-which caused
shouting at one another in the illusion of personages
left in the COLD. You who have visited here and sat
through those old growing schoolDAZE with us still
get belly-laughs from the experiences. We still don’t
know how many times we were “saved” or “missed
getting the ‘big one”’ but we sure do know how many
electronic answering machines, etc., that were “blown
out” to hold our security.
One of the most amusing events was one of my
times of making that transition and I was just about fed
up with being bumped off by the idiot “people” on two
legs. So, I refused to come back
did I get a guilt
trip dumped on me. Ah, but the second time I refused
the return trip to finish
job I was simply told, ‘OK,
it’s up to you-but you are NOT finished,” and, “however, you do whatever you want to do, Dharma.” Does
anyone have any idea what it is like to have at least
seven MASTERS watching while you have a tantrum?
“What if everybody copped out?”
The punchline?
Answer? “I’m just ONE.. .” and back at you: “Ah but
are you perhaps THE one‘?” Let me tell you that it is not
what I always expected, friends-THEY
really dump a
load on you. And yet you finally realize the load is on
SELF, not what “they” say or do. Well, I’m not sure
about Commander because somehow the bunch of US
spent a lot of time with this one in Egypt and other
places too numerous to name here in, what seems to be
becoming, our Christmas Card Letter.
By the way, I have been so deficient in sending
annual greeting cards, since it seems just before the
first of the year-is our worst time of service as they get
ready for the next big steps forward-so,
I have enough
cards stored to last the rest of my natural lifetime. We
also have enough memories stored to last through them
all no matter how many might come.
I am constantly asked as to “what does Commander
really look like”? Well, he IS NOT a lot of things as
presented in something like
He is
the presentation in total reflection of GOD in Radiance.
His more physical
sharp, wise, disciplined,
perfect in countenance and is so “light” as to simply
hydrofoil instead of walking. Most of us (you and I) are
more qualified to our tasks THERE than ever accomplished HERE so we all
a lot of time THERE and
that makes for a hard, weary journey struggling through
“here”. And no, the classroom lessons are NOT HARDbut the implementation HERE is where we find the
“sticky
Letting go of physical activities as bothersome
interruptions of a task-flow is not difficult and “things”
become appreciated but unnecessary.
The focus presents TOWARD the goal but I think the difference now
presented is the absolutely comfortable realization of
being able to walk away instantly from ANY THING on
this plane of experience. The RESPONSIBILITY of
“leaving” a life-form, even a pet, without proper care
after your transition becomes the painful part of
transitioning processes. THINGS cease to have any

A Christmas
Message
@From Doris
Ekker@
12/10/96

DORIS EKKER

Beloved Friends,
I sit looking at pictures which represent life and
change over some 16 years, 34-35 years at second
thought, and my mind sees and recognizes only one
continuity of thought and/or activity with only a bit of
a twinge of humor at our perceptions of life, time, and
presence.
We have many such notes, pictures and remembrances from so many of you that our hearts can’t hold
it all so we have to pass it back to you and perhaps
THAT is what this journey into the unknown is all
about. HOW do we move into this “unknown” in
KNOWING?
As for friendships, I have engraved in my
a
parting sharing of one of my best FRIENDS, my son
Paul at his passing-which
now brings a twinge of
envy from my own soul longing to be free:

Now, don’t laugh: Paul sits with me now as we
write and I shall never feel need to weep over an empty
grave in some distant Halloween site. With other
friends like you I must allow your own wings to take
you where they will for MINE must take me to my
purpose and that is among the stars and among my
own. My “own” is now coming from everywhere
around this globe and for that I can rejoice in recognition that I always KNEW it was like this. And here
comes the second thought I hold ever near the first so
that I don’t fail in thatwhich I must do, to simply hold
a moment in time that so quickly is fleeting:

and
and
and

and

Paul had a grasp of the understanding of infinite
life and infinite dimensions which surpassed my ownuntil this experience within those dimensions which, I

guess I have to realize, all cannot know. Paul has been
blessed by the Masters in that his work as a young adult
person is correct and outrageous in concept. Parents:
stay humble with the children placed into your care for
they surpass in importance anything you might have
otherwise chosen-for
any reason. And we never can
see it at a moment of crossing ideas, ideals and/or
simply in the need for “growing up”. Have WE actually
grown up ourselves7 Are we without flaws appearing to
others and moreso to our own selves? Do we appreciate
the gifts which make us imperfect that we can grow
beyond those things and into perfection?
And then,
what is beauty? Is it the covering of a physical appearance or the LIGHT which glows from the very core of
soul? I know that I reflect GOD and therefore as to
whatever may be my “appearance” I can only be beautiful for if I remain a reflection of that perfection, I
cannot be otherwise.
A Christmas card from Europe reads: Where to
start? What to say? What to do?
We CONTINUE where we ARE. We say that we
LOVE and CARE! We DO that which is our mission
and try never to disappoint or damage ANY OTHER
while bringing the very best of what we are, and they
are, to full allowance of blossom. We accept what we
ARE and strive ever harder for the growth which is
obviously our intended purpose. And then comes the
time together? There is all the “time” in the universe
for a MIND is a wondrous thing which holds no separation and therefore there is no “apart” or “together”.
Memories and speculation are strange things which
always produce a big “IF” into every circumstance.
Well “IF” it had been any other way, it would not be this
way. If it would not be “this way” then there would be
no “AM” or “ARE”. I might “think” I would like a lot
changed-but
no, perfection is in what IS.
But I hear the meaning and I can read the longing
for the sharing of knowing which only shares and does
not judge, thoughts of greatness which become reality
in the hearts of another. Some of the greatest gifts I
have received have come from another’s storehouse of
meaningful things. I have received things such as rings
and handmade slippers, both porcelain and knittedand I don’t want them changed (to Clays). I received a
ring yesterday with a suggestion that if I would have
other settings they would do it. I would not change it
for it holds the hearts of the moment that it became
precious-TO
YOU. And YOU will be here and that is
what I hold in my heart and balance in my mind when
I am weary and hard-put to DO IT ALL. Then I weep
a little for that which I know awaits our beloved
“Phillips” of the world who must bring us home anal I
can keep right on keeping on a little while longerWHICH FLOWS
FROM HIGHER KNOWING THROUGH THESE
HUMBLE HANDS OF “OURS” FOR MY HANDS ARE
BUT TEN FINGERS. SO, CLAYS, I HAVE NO FINGERS LEFT TO PUSH THE CAMERA TRIGGER.
My own “Paul” comes rushing back to me in the
faces of Phillip, Paul, John and on and on and on.. . . I
am so blessed that when Pablo lovingly calls me “Mom”
we both chuckle but I see the future in his love. And
who is Pablo? A young man from Mexico who has some
35 brothers and probably as many sisters. He tries to
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meaning at all except possibly the appreciation sur- all, say such a nasty word and 1 knew 1 was in for it, the stupid ongoing harassments-there
is no concern
rounding the item. Negative impacts have NO MEAN- Surely enough, the backwash was immediate and as about winning or losing-WE
HAVE TRUTH AND
ING AT ALL!!!
expected.
1 got a lecture on bulls and s..., on the THEREFORE WE CANNOT “LOSE”-ONLY
POSSI1 am constantly asked why 1 don’t follow up with indecency of having written such a term in the words of BLY BE RULED AGAINST. THIS is an amazing tool
requests for interviews, etc.7 Well, we did a few and A MASTER. So, what happened? 1 had to sit up most and 1 have to further realize that these things will
fun and games was the uncomfortable outcome as the of one whole night writing rebuttals to the rebuttals continue until higher-source decides it is time to end
hosts of such shows realized the REALITY of their with an explanation that when a Teacher is training his the lessons in THAT schoolroom.
guests.
The most interesting, of course, were the student, do you want the Teacher’s message or the
To you who have sent me gifts, my heart is so
meetings with such as Col. Bo Gritz and 1 enjoy watch- student’s EDITING?
grateful and my neck warm in the snow as is the rest of
ing him squirm to this day. It is NEVER WISE to take
The “other side” is not like we expect. It is an me because 1 have also received coats and sweaters
on a contest of wits with Commander Hatonn! I Our extension in perfection of activities not far removed which have more warmth than the sum total of the
attorneys live in a cold sweat for fear 1 will just bring from this expression and the very silliness of what we fabric content. When I go to court, for instance, I wear
him to court and the show will begin. Our current have come to believe is dumb from the minute you come as many “things” from you friends as I can carry
lawyer can’t even bear my own presence in a courtroom into realization. Does this conscious experience make without appearing a Fool. 1 took a small wooden cross
for fear the judge will ask me questions. Of course, me different, better, somehow radical? No, it means 1 to one deposition and 1 thought poor Steven Horn would
with lawyers, they have to consider that HE will simply have to work a bit harder for 1 have now achieved a have a heart attack. My day went well; his didn’t. It
close the cases and then what will they do? Our greater responsibility to BOTH sides of this play. Is was Easter Saturday, this year, and his Jewish stance
opposing attorney staffs will not even be in the same “my” work more important? NO, only necessary to go was most uncomfortable. I also had Rick’s gold cross
elevator with me. It is as if they expect me to somehow first, sometimes. 1 could write until those proverbial on the gold chain 1 always wear, and Horn just looked
ZAP them senseless. And occasionally 1 have to admit cows arrive home but if it just SITS somewhere, there from one to the other and continually had to correct
that 1 do CONFOUND them to the point of idiocy and would be absolutely no importance AT ALL to my task. himself. His day with his buddy, the Devil, is coming
making errors. You who know me now, will find that And, to assume myself somehow more important or and 1think it will be a bit like his “Waterloo” as his own
truly amusing.
necessary is but an-ego-massaging which is not unlike lies and cheating now come to the light of day. Do I feel
1 am so happy, however, that there comes along an spitting against the wind-wherein
the spittle simply sorry for him? NO, 1 hope he gets what he deserves and
accepted thing called “remote viewing” because that splatters in your own silly face. To put myself into such I don’t have to conarn about what that might be. E.J.
lets me off the hook for insane speculations. 1 am also a perception would only insure my being alone and this is even more practical about that outcome than am 1.
credited with being able to hypnotize and render help- journey is lonely enough as it is. WE either do this You see, friends, something else happens here: We
less whole rooms full of people and causing them to together or there is no point, in my opinion, of doing it don’t have to “fudge” before God. We do the best we
remain “asleep” for years on end. My goodness, do you at all. It might only REQUIRE “one” to do some- can do in our circumstances and HE knows what are our
realize that you are among the ones 1 can control? Yes thing-but
if we don’t share there is no achieving intentions and Truth, so why struggle with covering up
indeed it is stupid and silly-but, the enemy fights “any greatness.
TO THE
We simply become the reflection of the what HE ALREADY KNOWS-EVEN
way he can”.
1 think my most “fun” comes with Satanic fool’s reflection when we ridiculously try to WORST ABOUT OURSELVES? Do 1 want “revenge”?
personally sharing with Mark and Cathy over “mind claim a place on Man’s pedestals of self-aggrandizeNO, 1 WANT JUSTICE AND CONSEQUENCES Dlcontrol”. No, 1 know TRUTH and in TRUTH there is ment. Aren’t there enough FOOLS already vying for RECTLY REFLECTIVE
OF THE EVIL PERPENO MIND CONTROL-just
hard work. Sometimes that position?
TRATED-AND
IF IT BE PRISON, GOD WILLING,
insanity looks
good.
1 want to be logical about my position and work and IT WILL BE PRISON FOR THE CRIMINALS. If the
1 am sharing this because 1 think, friends, we are 1 have come to KNOW that to be logical 1 must have costs be a million $$$ then 1 want at LEAST that
coming down to the small circles of team-mates and 1 WISDOM and if 1 am to have wisdom I must have the returned rightfully and righteously. If punitive damam asked constantly about “how it is that.. .?” 1 didn’t proper perceptions.
want JUSTICE in the accountMy teacher gladly shares those ages are considered-we
realize at first that we were/are
although it lessons.
ing of God in return for the service. This is anywhere
was always KNOWN in act@ity. And if there is “me”
So, next big question is: “How do you feel about this from tenfold to a hundredfold.
1 do not expect anythen there must be “you” who are in that reality of truth Christmas holiday stuf’f?” 1 love it. 1 love the lights, thing-l ask for justice. Because we are RIGHT in all
in expression.
the trees, the annual “be nice” time of year and 1 FEAR contests in ongoing litigation-we
WILL win; 1 just
Little Crow confronted ME with a lesson missed at IT. If 1 fear anything it IS the misperceptions and don’t yet see HOW because lawyers never see anything
that meeting, the FIRST time we crossed paths, when wrong attitudes surrounding all holidays which have the way Truth unfolds. They only seem to be able to
he said to me, uYou will soon know your purpose and been totally usurped by the adversary of TRUTH. 1 sit measure their own “retirement program” as gleaned
you will be given whatever energy necessary to accom- right here right now with a note from ‘2 X 6’ in Florida: from the misfortunes of confronting parties. Right or
plish OUR task here. You are chosen and it is a strong “Santa = Satan” and “Claus = Lucas” (one more name wropg have no meanings and if a lie will serve even
day that offers us meeting. We shall, through what we for Satan). Well, that sort of reverse spelling, etc., can lesser than the truth-use the lie for “it is more believdo, change the world.” Now, if you think 1 didn’t fold go on endlessly and until we give it meaning, it has able to the jury”, your barrister will tell you. No, 1 can’t
over in laughter-think
again. “Us, change the world?” none. Therefore, if we give the adversary NO POWER, remember my own phone number under oath at deposiHe chuckled back and said, “Remember this day.” 1 he has none. The Force of Evil is just that-a manipu- tion-l could never remember a LIE. TRUTH SUFDO. And 1 am caused to frequently remember, when 1 lating Force which 1 do not longer ACCEPT. If 1 do not FICES. Liars don’t remember all their lies eitherthink 1 can’t go on another step or another word:
“accept” it, then there is no power over my being AT THANK GOODNESS. Even accomplished liars evenALL. This does not mean it becomes a smooth sea in tually reveal themselves-if
we wait long enough.
the face of the Forces applied-It
means simply, that
Well, 1 have rattled on here a long-way past my
there is no power radiating from that ridiculous energy- allotted time and 1 will make efforts to get this into
form. This attitude, 1 find, leaves the mind fully cards and actually mailed so 1 can honestly say-“it’s
in the mail...“.
capable of RESPONSE TO THE DIRTY TRICKS-IN
There is no way E.J. and 1 can thank you enough.
WISE ACTIONS. My enemies don’t like me much!
Why? Because they are NOT my enemies and because There are not words, nor resources great enough to
If our
they make ME theirs, they don’t stand a prayer of reflect our offerings in heartfelt appreciation.
overcoming my wishes. 1 make sure that every time I reflection is in “being blessed” it is because God has
have to concern about ‘skeletons”, I REVEAL THEM. blessed our journey with incredible friends such as you.
If 1 have to confront anything-I
MAKE VERY, VERY And if this be “blessing”, we are truly BLESSED.
I have grown to understand and KNOW
SURE THAT I STAND IN TRUTH-EVERY
TIME
AND NOBODY HAS TO WORRY ABOUT MY T’ES- and a strange thing happens as I grow up: Love is none
And then, 1 just sit and wait for Commander to TIMONY, EVEN MY ATTORNEYS. Attorneys just of the “things” 1 once perceived. It needs nothing more
infinity.
can’t seem to function within that concept. If I have than itself to sustain itself-into
carry me!
In
THAT
love
we
send
our
message
and wishes that
confusion
about
right
or
wrong
1
go
to
God.and
we
One day it was so bad and Commander wanted to
Usually wiih a “2 x 4” we all share equally in this wondrous journey to wherspeak of things which 1 KNEW would blow me out and quickly sort the difference!
ever and whatever awaits our graduation.
get me, probably, “suicided”, and 1 shouted at him: across MY beanie.
And to you who ask for pictures-we
don’t want to
1
admit
that
in
ALL
things
1
stick
to
Commander
“Damn, then it is your responsibility for 1 will NOT be
be
identified
for
the
messages
are
NOT
ours,
only the
like
SUPER-GLUE
because
1
don’t
REMEMBER
all
responsible for what YOU say or do!” There was great
He KNOWS, but 1 do not, so 1 have secretarial service is utilized. And, I find it amusing
laughter from the “other side” and Commander quietly about “the
said, “Thank God, 1 thought we would never make it!” learned to LISTEN, WATCH and really SEE. We may how many perceptions there are of even myself. During
have surprises but we always have a PROPER RE- our August time of sharing a fairly new visitor told E.J.
And the first few times Germain and/or Commander
said “Bullshit”, I about choked. God wouldn’t, after SPONSE which boggles the minds of simple man. In that “Doris is so beautiful...” We both laughed for I am
these court cases, for instance, except for the expense of now at 65 years, going on at least 580 million yarns,
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” Isaiah 40:3 1.
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old, typical of anyone, and frankly I just don’t think
about it. But I know what the person meant and means.
Nobody even SEES “ME” when Commander is presentand yes indeed, he is BEAUTIFUL and I am simply
within his radiance and that is always a compliment to
myself.
People also wish to say, “Doris has such
charisma.. .*’ No, Commander has charisma and no one
comes to JUST visit with UDoris” except old friends
along the way. NO ONE READS THE MESSAGES
BECAUSE OF SOME UNKNOWN “DORIS”, AT
LEAST NOT “WILLINGLY”. And that is the way we
like it best. God save us from the responsibility of
holding your journey as well as our own.
This beautiful entity of perfection is not “ours”
more than “yours” and therefore, I appreciate, gratefully, your allowing us to share in YOUR journey that
you will share this great gift with us.
Does this somehow make us “wimps”? No, certainly not. We understand the strength and yes, power,
of our gifts and in that KNOWING we do not even infer
weakness in our selves for we do not base our foundation upon our “selves”. Therefore, if God be willing to
“try” me, I shall measure up; no more but certainly NO
LESS for I must reflect his perception of ME. Whatever
is required in Truth, I shall do and that simply IS the
way it IS. And, “I” can only even begin to speak for
SELF for I have no hold on any OTHER. If “you”, for
instance, like me then I am grateful. If you do not, then
it is none of my business and I shall try not to annoy you.
I have been asked to put some “human” feelings to
paper here because I know people like to relate for it
becomes our very confirmation and, therefore, comes
this rather personal dissertation for sharing, not intended to be simply “boring” prattling. I am so separate
in my own “self’ that it becomes quite embarrassing at
meetings where I too sometimes wait for Commander to
get on with his lecture. I have also gone so soundly
asleep during “his/my” lectures as to have to be awakened at the end of it. I have to note that if I have to
cough-l
don’t, if I hurt, it stops in total comfort and
peace. Sometimes the only residual from many hours of
duty translating is a raspy voice. No, I do not “understand” it and I always have to KNOW that speaker, and
to monitor to always be sure-IT
REMAINS THAT
SPEAKER. I can KNOW because of the factual TRUTH
he brings. He doesn’t let us off the hook because we are
somehow special kids. He, as far as I can experience,
is far harder on us in immediate service than on anyone
else. We are not allowed the “slippage” of others who
err. I often resent that circumstance-you
know, “It
isn’t fair!”
And, “Mommy always loves you more
t hart. . .” Friends, I don’t know if God is “FAIR” or not;
I know that HE IS “JUST” and it works out to be enough
for me. I further know that when I can’t see “the way”
HE always shows me and pushes and shoves until I see
it too. I have certainly learned, in wisdom resulting
from this experience, to be very, very careful for that
which I ask-because
I usually “get it” and part of my
training has come in the form of KNOWING HOW TO
ASK AND FOR WHAT AND THEN SHUTTING UP
MY MOUTH AND LISTENING-AND
I ALWAYS
FIND THE ANSWER. It is rarely as I perceived my
wishes to have conjured.
To play on THIS team, mates, is just about as
SPECIAL as we shall
be. Thank you for including
us in yours. You see, this letter is something any one
of you would have written and therefore it becomes
each of us and unnecessary as to publication. But.your
acceptance of me is MY CONFIRMATION for how else
can I know? I look around and every other job seems far
more important and more difficult than is mine, for
goodness sakes. It is not “easy” any way you cut it
except in KNOWING TRUTH and once knowing truth
the “rathers” may be difficult but the choices are NOT.
Implementing
the “choices”,
however,
is often
breathtakingly
daring and painful. And yes, I often
long for the days of
for it seemed more
physically fun. Responsibility can be a bitter load when
you would rather be playing. Although, as I consider
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this very statement-if
I would rather be doing something else-surely
I would be doing that something
else. So choices and alternatives are, after all, exactly
that-choices
and alternatives. For instance, I choose
to breathe regularly because I do not choose the alternative and then the concept becomes extremely simplistic. I am asked what I think about being number one
on Kissinger’s hit list? Well, at first I found it more
stupid on his part than anything else-now
I rarely
think about it at all since it is so much more stupid on
his part than I at first even imagined. When I picture
a Henry Kissinger or a sick Bush and his twig-twits
trying to do anything TO ME against this massively
capable guardian of my being-it becomes totally and
absurdly laughable. Satan is a fat, squat, piglet type of
energy that is quite nauseating in his insipid presentation. There is NO FORCE to match THE POWER
which offers my protection. I don’t enjoy or like what
is thrust upon us by these misfits manipulating evil
intent-but
is it not because of FEAR. They have
NOTHING while I have ALL in creative infinity-on
my side. My “only” problem is in getting everyone on
this team to understand as much because if we are on
the same team-l cannot win the game until YOU wish
to win the game and that IS frightening from time to
time.
It is not as simple, either, as just saying, “If you
don’t want to win this game then get off the team,”
because I have no right to make those final choices for
any other players.
I find that most who serve the
adversary tenaciously hang on to us until it appears
most ridiculous-but
then their choices are their own.
It seems silly to me to bother oneself so much as to
continue a losing battle wherein you become the Fool
you present of self, but, I realize that too has a lesson to
be learned for myself. Evil intent will always reveal
itself as will the people who practice such deceit. The
negative intent even wears a mask upon their beings
which is bloated and takes the reptilian aspect of the
wearer. If you cannot at first discern this characteristic
in a first impression-just
wait for, as the assaults
become more ill-intended, the person in point becomes
the reflection of that evil intent. Moreover, the gray
energy moves like thick fog all about the entity and the
mouth takes on the snarling sneer of that anger which
has consumed the light of that being. He/she becomes
an image of mockery in motion. And, these beings will
be most uncomfortable in the presence of “light” and
therefore will pretty much move out of your space if you
carry that “light” in your living being. I don’t long
have to put up with such ill-intentioned persons coming
into my space. If they remain at all it is as in lurking
in a room as far from me as they can get, pretending
whenever they have to speak to me, and always making
EXCUSES to me. For what? I don’t usually know!
They know, however, and I eventually, even if I don’t
want to know, will find out in most unusual ways.
Their very “mask” becomes their disclosure. And, their
very actions become their downfall.
No amount of money in this whole world could have
purchased the education we have been gifted. What an
interesting place upon which to experience our learning for it could not be more than a classroom setting for
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our lessons-IT
SIMPLY COULD NOT BE MORE.
“WE” do not “LIVE” on this orb. We only express and
experience that which we learn--ON THIS PLACE. It
CANNOT be otherwise. If we ever get even a glimpse
at PHYSICS of universal laws, it becomes quite evident
that WE ARE ONLY REPRESENTATIVE OF ENERGY EXPRESSED IN MANIFEST FORM. It physically can not be otherwise for the “I” of “me” is not the
physical expression of “ME”. “I” could have a completely different physical body from any number of
causes-and
“I” would remain “ME”-only the housing would be different. Most of us are not so happy with
whatever housing we have, so what’s the big deal?
At times I think: “So sad that so late, wise.” And
then, I remind myself that “So soon wise, at any time,
is good because it seems there is time enough left to
make a difference.” I have infinity and this is but a blip
on a radar screen while “wisdom” is long in arriving.
I wonder what this day will bring? It is always a
wonder what comes in any day. I wonder, more often,
how other people pass the boring existence of their
chosen treadmills.
I am often asked, “Isn’t it hard to carry this load
and responsibility’?” I think my answer might well be:
“No, HE is my brother and he isn’t heavy.” I have feet
to walk and HE has wings to fly-and it works out very
well, at least for me.
May our recognition of one another last beyond all
holidays and beyond all time-for it has thus far been
so and the future looks far more interesting than has the
past.
I so appreciate it when I am allowed voice on my
own behalf and now, as usual, the note of personal
sharing has grown into a volume impractical to fold
into a Greeting Card. Oh well.. . , as the saying goes. I
don’t have true friends who don’t read
anyway.
I have also botched up this thing until E. J. will have
to redo it, probably. Again however, oh well...
There is no way for this crew here to express,
adequately, our appreciation to all of you who seem to
be distant from us-for we have no concept of “distance” any longer in our ongoing tasks. It truly has
been a concept change of sequence of events wherein
“time” no longer has meaning except to keep records of
necessary.encounters.
We have not had “time” here to
count the passing days, weeks, months, years-they
simply “pass” in a whirlwind of motion. It is really as
simple as again using an example such as “breathing”.
It is that as soon as you finish a breath it is time to do
it again and therefore telling one from the other becomes impossible.
But-may we all keep breathing for, if one of us
stops, it is so difficult for the others of us to fill the hole
left open on our team. And please, to each of you,
KNOW: if you can do it, then I can do it, and only then.
YOU make “US” possible.
May the life you live BE YOUR OWN and may you
always remember that you cannot soar too high if you
do it with your own wings.
May the Light of this and EVERY season rest
a house
gently upon you. From our home to yours-for
is but where we dwell-HOME
IS WHERE WE LIVE.
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Links and valuable advice at the Web site <http://
www.anchordesk.com>.
[End quoting]
Remember, this is not yet fact, but you certainly can
help yourself to free updates off the web,

?2/17/96

DR. AL

letter to the
editor, 1 l/14/96, [quoting:]
It is time that someone spoke out concerning the
Bruno Magli shoes and bloody footprints found at the
Bundy crime scene in the Simpson Case!
On 2/17/95 Det. Phillips testified during the murder trial, showing some 30 photos of shoe soles, and
explaining the reason he took those photos.
Phillips said that at sometime’after the murders,
he discovered a discrepancy between his own report
and the report done by the first police officer on the
scene. He checked into the matter and discovered that,
in fact, new bloody footprints had been left at the
Bundy crime scene after 12:1-3 a.m. and before 2:lO
a.m. on June 13, 1994.
such, Phillips called in all
police officers who had been at Bundy during that
time, to photograph the soles of the shoes they wore to
Bundy that night to see if any of them could have left
those bloody footprints.
What he failed to say and what no one ever said,
was that 0. J. Simpson boarded a “redeye” flight bound
for Chicago at 11:45 p.m. on June 12, 1994, and
between 12:13 A.M. and June 13, 1994, Simpson
could not have left bloody footprints at Bundy because
he was aboard an airplane, in the air, surrounded by
people, bound for Chicago!
Subsequent testimony concerning the bloody footprints was that all matched exactly, that all were left
by the same person wearing the same shoes. As such,
0. J. could not have left any of those bloody footprints!
Yet, the “insanity” over these bloody footprints and
shoes continues, needlessly. -P. J. Brown, Gilheat,
Ariz. [End quoting]
Wouldn’t it be appropriate to find out why Mark
Fuhrman used the
to prevent testifying and then admitted to lying later? Could it be that
he didn’t want to tell what he did in planting evidence
which would have completely exonerated O.J. and put
himself into prison?
After reading this
other writings about
this case in the various issues of this paper, why
don’t all of you take up
about
your feelings on this topic to O.J. and his attorney[s],
with copies to the judge?

From the INTERNET,
12/96,
Critics also warn that President Clinton’s schemes [quoting:]
t:, make education costs more affordable will only send
Once a year, like clockwork, the latest “flu” virus
tuition costs soaring again, and put loan recinients in appears.
hock for decades to come. [End quoting]
Like with AIDS having its mysterious origins in
The Elite are now purposefully trying to put college “deepest, darkest Africa,” the vague sense is that the
education out of reach of the common person. First yearly influenzavirus comes from a mysterious faraway
they dumbed down the education process and now are land: Asia.
trying to keep all except the “chosen” out entirely.
My parents always heed the warnings each year to
They cannot control well educated masses of people “get your flu shot”. So, a month or two back they went
and they know it. One of the first groups they will kill through the yearly flu-shot ritual. I visited them shortly
off are the educated ones, when the hammer comes thereafter. A few days later, by an interesting “coincidown.
dence”, I was one of the first to suffer the latest edition
of influenza.
What if. What if our perceptions are bass-ackwards
on the annual flu season7 What if the initial introduction of the virus into the population occurs via the
From the INTERNET, 12/96, [quoting:]
inoculations given to ward off the virus, and from
A sharp increase in juvenile drug arrests nationally
the disease is spread?
is prompting warnings from criminologists that a genSound far-fetched7 The medical industry has goteration is on the verge of graduating to more serious ten it wrong before, for example with Beriberi. Bericrimes. Young drug offenders, driven by their need to beri is a fatal illness caused by lack of vitamin B 1. In
pay for their drug use, will become involved in robbery, the 188Os, a Japanese doctor named Kanehiro Takaki
aggravated assault and even murder as adults.
discovered that Beriberi could be cured and prevented
Drug-related arrests among children under 18 in- through proper nutrition. He published the results of
creased by more than 137 percent from 1991 to 1995, his research in
a British medical journal.
according to the most recently released FBI Uniform
Unfortunately, writes Dr. .Peter
Crime Reports. This corresponds with a recent Depart“Instead of acknowlment of Health and Human Services report that found edging poor nutrition as the cause of beriberi, the
drug use among 12 to 17-year-olds has doubled since scientific community wantonly disregarded it. The
report had arrived during the height of the bacteria1992.
The nation’s top drug-policy
official, Barry hunting
microbe hunters were eager to
McCaffrey, has warned, “By the time these kids reach new germs.=
quoting]
of mine had a flu shot 3 years ago and
their 20s and 3Os, we could see a rich haNeSt of
immediately came down with the flu.
violence and other serious crime.”
For more information on Juvenile Crime, visit the had another one and immediately developed a fever. I
was talking to her several hours after she had the shot
NCPA’s Juvenile Crime Hotline at <http:Nwww.publicand she told me about her fever. I suggested she take
policy.org>. [End quoting]
This also is part of the New World Order plan for some of the colloids of minerals and vitamins, Oxysol,
did, and
enslavement.
Hopefully all who care are seeing the gold, silver, Aquagaia and Gaiandriana-she
different portions of the Elite’s plan and how it is being within a couple of hours her fever was gone and she had
no further symptoms.
carried out.
Many doctors do not know about what is being done
We still hear many people say there is no conspiracy. How can anybody who sincerely wants to know to the vaccines and the conspiracy involved with them.
They swallow the American Medical Association proand gathers information believe it is just coincidences
that all of these happenings take place in such se- paganda “hook, line and sinker”.
quences?
VERSION

OF

WINDOWS
Scientist At Edwards Lab Receives Award

GOVERNMENT
BEHIND
EXPLODING
COLLEGE
COSTS?
From the INTERNET, 12/96, [quoting:]
After the federal government got into college
financial aid in a big way-during
the late 197Ostuition charges started skyrocketing.
From 1980 to
1992, public-college expenses-as
measured by the
proportion of median family income needed to attend-jumped
by one-third to 15.8 percent. The price
of a private university education leaped to 39.7 percent of a family’s pretax income.
In the decade
between 1984-85 and 1994-95, charges at public colleges jumped 23 percent, with private college prices
increasing 39 percent.
Analysts say that the increases are the result of a
spending boom by colleges once federal aid and loan
guarantees started flooding in. Nearly a decade ago,
Carnes, a former under-secretary of education,
warned that colleges and universities “seek to maximize revenue, not profit”, and therefore they have no
incentive to keep costs down.

Excerpted from
Los Angeles,
12/g/96, [quoting:]
Joseph Lichtenhan’s invention might soon show up
in everything from contact lenses to tighter jet canopies
and rocket parts.
Lichtenhan developed a white powder additive
called polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane or POSS
for short, that makes plastics tougher, more resistant to
scrapes and able to withstand temperatures that would
turn normal plastics into vapor.
“We call it the STP for plastics”, said Lichtenhan,
a researcher at the Air Force’s Phillips Laboratory
Propulsion
Directorate-or
“the rocket lab”-at
Edwards.
For his work, the 32-year-old Lichtenhan received
THIS
BUNDLE
OF FREE
UPGRADES
the 1996 Air Force Basic Research Award. The award
What? You didn’t hear about the new “Win961” recognizes the scientific efforts and achievements of
Lucky for you, our obsessive Technical Director has. Air Force researchers who have made outstanding conMust-have, free-for-the-downloading
Win95 upgrades tributions to the world of science and technology.
Working with researchers at Phillips Laboratory,
mean you can build your very own “Win96” right now.

From the INTERNET, ZD Net Anchordesk, 12/96,
[quoting:]
Microsoft has switched from all-at-once upgrades
to piece-at-a-time enhancements. New approach means
you are unlikelv to buv shrink-wrauued
Windows
ever apain (though you’ll get new versions with new
machines).
The company has quietly released dozens of small
patches and improvements already. *Required*: Vigilance to seek out component-level enhancements as
they appear. Links and advice at the Web site.
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the University of California, Irvine and the University
of Dayton Research Institute, Lichtenhan developed a
new class of materials that are somewhere between
ceramics and polymers.
“These things are revolutionary-not
only for hightechno, ~gy and military applications, but to everyday
life,” said Col. John Rogacki, commander of the rocket
lab.
Lichtenhan, who had tried to designexotic materials in graduate school, came up with the idea for
research into this new class of materials.
Working in the laboratory, he said, forced him to
focus on “real world” applications for the material.
Right now, material made with POSS costs about as
much as that made of more exotic synthetics, such as
the Kevlar used in bulletproofvests, about $60 a pound.
But the cost is likely to drop as industry begins using it,
Lichtenhan said:
A chief benefit to industry is that POSS does not
require any changes in machinery used for manufacturing plastic”parts.
“You drop it in, and it doesn’t screw anything up,”
Lichtenhan said. [End quoting]
Hopefully the Elite won’t keep this just for themselves like they do so much of the very good technologies, as they have continuously done for decades.

Excerpted from
Los Angeles,
12/g/96, [quoting:]
Zapping nerves in the neck with radio waves can
temporarily relieve the pain of whiplash, a study found.
’ Doctors in Australia tested the technique, called
percutaneous radio-frequency neurotomy, on men and
women with lingering pain from whiplash suffered in
car accidents,
While not everyone was helped, the researchers
found the three-hour treatment could make the pain go
away for more than a year. Eventually, though, the
procedure had to be repeated when the nerves grew
back.
Whiplash is an injury to the neck portion of the
spine that happens when the head is violently bent
forward and backward.
The radio-wave procedure has been used in the
past, but
study was an unusually rigorously
controlled experiment. The results were published in
the New England Journal of Medicine.
Dr. Susan M. Lord and others form the University
of Newcastle in Calaghan randomly assigned 24 patients to get either the real treatment or a look-alike
fake procedure. Not even the doctors knew which was
which.
After 27 weeks, eight of the 12 getting the real
treatment were completely free of pain, as was one of
those in the untreated comparison group. The only side
effect was numbness around the treated nerves.
In an editorial, Dr. Richard B. North of Johns
Hopkins University said the work makes an “important
contribution”.
But ‘he cautioned that the procedure

I

to...

meeds more study before doctors can be sure of its role.
[End quoting]

Excerpted from an Associated
clipping sent
by reader, 12/96, [quoting:]
In a scholarly after-dinner lecture that strolled
through America’s economic history back to colonial
times, Federal Reserve chairman Alan Greenspan proved
once again why he’s considered the second most powerful man in the country.
With a single question, Greenspan sent financial
markets reeling around the world,
“How do we know when irrational exuberance has
unduly inflated asset values, which then become subject to unexpected and prolonged contractions as they
have in Japan over the past decade?” Greenspan asked
his audience at a black-tie dinner at the American
Enterprise Institute, a conservative think tank.
Greenspan never answered his own question, but to
financial markets that didn’t matter.
As soon as reports of his comments flashed across
their screens, traders seized on the fact that the chairman of the most powerful central bank in the world was
wondering out loud about “irrational exuberance” in
stock and bond markets.
All the turmoil came because investors read
Greenspan’s comment as a coded
that
was getting ready to prick a speculative bubble on Wall
Street by raising interest rates. [End quoting]
Some more of the banksters’
Have you noticed how the markets are up one day
and down the next
the swings getting more and
more severe. This is not. I repeat
an accident or
coincidence. This is a planned
The Elite make a financial killing
when the markets go
m
and they know the suckers will be there for the
milking until they decide to stop the whole game and
KILL

MOM

AND

POP?

From the INTERNET, 12/g/96, [quoting:]
The world’s largest retailer just announced a massive expansion of its online store. By this time next
year, Wal-Mart will be selling more products in
cyberspace than it stocks in its physical stores. Along
the way, it may kill mom-and-pop Web stores the way
it killed so many mom-and-pop retailers in the real
world. [End quoting]
Cyberspace is such a lucrative gold mine for ambitious and innovative Mom-and-Pops or Mom or Pop
alone. The overhead is very low in comparison to most
other types of businesses. Furthermore, the overhead
will be quite heavy for big business, in comparison, I
feel.
I think there is plenty of opportunity for good

ambitious individuals
risks.
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who are willing to take some

Excerpted from
111
18/96, [quoting:]
“The United States has said we are opposed to
[Boutros] Boutros-Ghali
continuing
as secretarygeneral not because we have
anything’
against
him.. . .This is not personal.
This is business.” -U.S.
Ambassador to the U.N.
Madeleine “Albright, Sunday on CNN’s
Sesno. [End
quoting]
The word that I get is
that George Bush intends
to have that position and to
help get it he is having the
government hold back over
$1 billion owed to the U.N.
until he does get it-BUYING
THE POSITION AS
‘KING”
OF TEE WORLD WITH OUR TAX
a
a

Excerpted from the
11/S/96,
[quoting:]
For the first time in a half century, new Federal
regulations allow investigators to enroll patients in
some medical research studies without their consent.
The Food and Drug Administration regulations,
which took effect on Friday, apply only in carefully
circumscribed situations.
The patients must have a
life-threatening condition, like a severe head injury,
and must be unable to say whether they want to be part
of a study. They would be selected only if it was not
feasible to obtain consent from a relative.
Furthermore, the community in which the research
is done must be notified about the study, and the
research design must have been reviewed and approved
by the Food and Drug Administration.
Even the most ardent supporters of the new regulations say they understand the seriousness of what they
have done [I’m sure
do,
do
They
have repealed a principle that dates back to the
Nuremberg trals of Nazi doctors after World War II,
when American judges were agoninzing over rules that
might prevent doctors from ever again using human
subjects in horrendous experiments. The judges wrote
a code of ethics, the Nuremberg Code, whose first
principle was that no one should ever be forced to take
part in a medical experiment. “The voluntary consent
of the human suject is essential,” they wrote.
“It’s a tremendous philosophical change,” said Dr.
Normar vast, director of the Center for Clinical Ethics
at the University of Wisconsin, who lobbied for the
change. [End quoting]
THERE IS NEVER-UNDER
ANY

Certainly you remember that the Food and Drug
Administration are the ones who keep taking
off
markets. Plus they are
forbidding you to get alternative methods
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involved.
2000
5
2000.

1995,
potis, 39 Seminary HiIl Rd., Carmel, NY 10512, [quoting:]

My day had been the worst. A friend snapped at me
for no reason, Every other car on the road cut me off.
When a bank teller didn’t make eye contact, I took it
personally. Even the bag boy at the grocery store gave
me a sideways glance when I asked him to use paper
instead of plastic.
As I pulled into our driveway, I waved to Kenneth,
who was sweeping up his fresh-cut grass. We considered him the neighborhood angel, always willing to
lend a hand. “Why aren’t more people like him?” I
thought.

Patrolman
beacon.

Jeff McLaughlin
The time-exposure

HOMEMADE

43

When I heard my husband come home, 1took a deep
breath so I could tell him every detail of how I had been
slighted. “Who mowed the lawn?” he asked before I
could let loose.
I looked
the window at the freshly trimmed
grass. Kenneth/ I was ashamed I hadn’t noticed such
an enormous kindness.
What other angelic doings had I missed because I
was blinded by pettiness? It was something to think
about. --Jill Elizabeth DeHoog, Asheville, North Carolina [End quoting]

shows
a homemade
emergency
heater
photo makes the flames appear higher than

they

emergent
should be.

“Four pints of isopropyl; will keep a car at 60 to 7(
degrees for 24 hours,” Jenkins said.
“They’re extremely safe, and they don’t product
any carbon monoxide,” Jenkins said.
McLaughlin suggests that the heater should bi
burned for a while to warm the occupants and ther
extinguished.
Be careful. The can rim will be too hot to toucl
during and for a while after burning, although
could be held from the bottom even while the heater i
burning.
McLaughlin suggests carrying a metal panor cooki
sheet to set the heater in, and using a metal lid to snuf
out the flame.
Don’t pour more alcohol on the heater while it’
burning. Wait for it to burn out. Blow out the flami
carefully.
.McLaughlin recommends keeping a window crackec
open an inch while burning the heater. This heater isn’
recommended for cooking, he added. [End quoting]
This is the best solution I’ve come across for main
taining long-term heating of a stalled car. I woul
however suggest some wire to hang the can to some
thing like the sun visor,
instance, since a car is s
cramped it would be too easy to bump and tip ove
without some type of fastening
Be sure to keep the window open about a
inch-there
may not be any carbon monoxide produce
but it uses up the oxygen which needs to be replaced
Anytime you spend much time in a closed car yo
should open the window a little to get fresh air-heate
burning or not.

From
monthly magazine,
1 l/23/96, [quoting:]
A homemade emergency heater can keep occupants of a stranded vehicle warm, according to winter
survival expert Steve Jenkins.
Jenkins, who teaches courses for the Local Technical Assistance Program based at Montana State
University in Bozeman, and Montana highway Patrol
Officer Jeff McLaughlin gave these instructions for a
homemade heater:
You will need:
* Empty l-pound coffee can with lid
* One regular-sized roll of toilet paper (Cheap,
small rolls won’t work as well.)
* Four S-ounce bottles of 70 percent isopropyl
alcohol.
alcohol with higher than 70
percent isopropyl because the flames will be too high.
Don’t use wintergreen or other scented alcohol because it will smell awful in your vehicle.
Begin by removing the cardboard core from the
toilet paper roll.
Then stuff the toilet-paper roll into coffee can, so
that the paper is below the can rim. The roll should
fit snugly into the metal can,
Put the lid back on the can and store it with other
items in your vehicle for emergency use.
To use the heater, remove the can lid and pour two
or three ounces of 70 percent isopropyl alcohol on the
toilet paper.
Shake the can to make sure the paper absorbs the
alcohol.
Light the alcohol-saturated paper with a
match. The aIcoho1 will burn, but the paper will only you
be singed.

an
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serve God Aton as a loser, then you ARE NO LOSER
and yes, YOU CAN cope with it as long as is necessary
to come to peace within self. Forgive SELF right now
for whatever you perceive in your own conscience and
conscientiousness made you acclaim yourself a loser.
Spit it right out front for YOURSELF for you do not
need to bore anyone else with your personal dirty
laundry. Recognize that the past is over and gone and
you cannot make actions or thoughts undone or
unthought. So, where to next?
Emphatically remind self that you DO actually
believe in God or you would not have bothered to pen a
note to Him-for any reason. What you DON’T believe
is in the false references TO GOD by the hypocrites who
pronounce religious nonsense upon your heads. You
are reaching out to your SOURCE and THAT IS GOD,
so let us first recognize the connections and then we can
move forward with our discussion.
When people wonder and criticize my writings as
offered from Aton, and we speak of things such as
creation and uncreation, I have a reason for so-doing.
Leon Fort, a friend here (oh yes, he is a friend who has
forgotten as much) objected, even in a courtroom about
that ONE PHRASE regarding creation/uncreation. Now,
you see, readers, this one phrase has brought healing
and petition RIGHT TO SOURCE. So, next time you
criticize our offerings to you, remember Pedro in Brazil
sitting in total and desperate despair believing himself
to have been created a “loser”.
GOD, I REPEAT, DOES NOT CREATE LOSERS-MAN
CONJURES
SUCH SILLY
ATTRIBUTIONS TO THE PERFECTION OF GOD’S
WORK.
Pedro, you have one other option: cope with it well
or cope with it badly, BUT YOU HAVE TO COPE
WITH WHATEVER IS PRESENT WITHIN YOUR
SELF. GOD NEVER ALLOWS MORE THAN THAT
WITH
A
CAN COPE, AND WHEN
YOU TURN TO GOD FOR THAT SUPPORT
THROUGH WHICH YOU CAN REGAIN BALANCEYOU ARE COPING AND YOU ARE GOING TO COPE
MORE EFFECTIVELY FROM THE MOMENT OF
REALIZATION AND PETITION-ONWARD.
I can tell you that you are not as “far gone” as you
wish me to believe or you would not be “Waiting for
your answer as soon as possible...“. You already have
and know your answer but you have given US an
opportunity to share your burden and make some valid
and truthful observations of LIFE.
There are ones here who work 24 hours a day, week
after week, year after year, wondering if
reads or hears. Ifyou have done NOTHING else worthy

ToughLoveFor
All Who Despair
share the lessons with this brother. This is what we are
here for and sometimes it is only to hold the hand of a
SPIRITUAL
fellow traveler.
You who know me well, however,
know that I will not just hold this man’s hand and leave
The following letter comes from “Pedro” ofand in him groveling in despair. I will tell himTRUTH and he
Brazil. I have two comments right up front here: See, must do that which he will,
you people who think because you have only some 1300
First of all, for all you readers, this man has adsubscribers, you don’t reach the multitudes; and sec- dressed GOD as “ATON” as is suitable for HE IS the
ondly, I ask that when we get exact clarification of the entity labeled “One Light” or “Source”.
spelling on the return address that it be run in the
So, to get right to it:
paper.
December 11, 1996
FOR
..
PEDRO
RENDA
JC.
Dear Pedro,
TV. TOMAS
# 2/62432
Your letter is handed off to me for answering.
[66240-0001
BELEM
Pa.,
Thank you for sharing your feelings for I welcome the
BRAZIL
opportunity to confirm your despair and yet set your
thinking to reality in thinking.
I especially ask that since you DO NOT know the
What makes YOU think you are not qualified for
status of this writer that you keep your contacts com- ascension7 Are YOU the one with such rights as to
fortable and spiritual. You do not know whether this is decide such a major transition? God is not a loser and
a Vice President or a murderer awaiting execution. My is fully capable of making a decision with one suggestmission is to convince YOU that it doesn’t matter in the ing uncreafion.
You see, that power is ONLY in the
eyes of God-when a man calls out for help from within allowance of GOD. I realize you only “asked” so we can
his soul.
assume you cry out in pain-having
somehow come to
I especially ask that Terry D. take a turn at writing a point of total despair, in your living manifestation as
to this man because I remember a bit longer letter from a human
Terry with expressions of despair, endless pain and
My plan is certainly not to encourage you but,
troubled Spirit.
rather, to give you FACTS, Sir, nothing but the facts!
(Received: Dec. 10, 1996;
GOD DOES NOT CREATE LOSERS! I I Man
chooses to become winner
Nov. 28, ‘96) (Postmarked
and return address: Brazil)
or loser and ONLY in the
perception of the single in[QUOTING:]
dividual can such a decision
of status be ratifIed--incorDear Aton, [H: Emptiness and despair always
also ask
bring us back to the “Big
for that act of “cop-out” to
be ASAP (“as soon as posI read your article in the,
sible”). No, brother, you do
I’m certain that I will never qualify for ascension not have such an option but,
because the task is
(Please don’t yes indeed, it is certainly
encourage me.)
fine to ask. Whatever is
Since I don’t want any kind of agreement with your despair, it will be conreflexions, I beg you to de-create me as soon as pos- fronted and not “just unsible.
‘done” for, in the doing of
You made me a loser and I’m happy to serve you as anything, it is then past
such. But I really can’t cope with it any further.
experience
and is never
Waiting for your answer as soon as possible, I uncreated-+ven
if the perremain son is.
By the way, GOD DOES
Yours,
NOT
MAKE
AGREEMENTS. Man makes agreements and then breaks them,
[END OF QUOTING]
so let us toss out the possibility of agreements before
Since it is stated that there are no agreements
we go further.
And yes,
wanted, the contact is turned over to me so that we can Pedro, if you are willing to
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in your entire lifetime, YOU have become worthy, most
certainly of ascension, by recognizing and calling out
to Aton AND, for having done so by READING our
presentations. You have no idea, son, how many times
Dharma has cried out to me: “Why did you create me to
just have bashing and insulting assault against me,
time after endless time-just because I write for you?”
Today, Pedro, you answered her cry. Remember something else, and this is responsibility, not encouragement: If you consider yourself to be among the least of
God’s creations-then
remember what was said those
years ago.*“If you do this unto the least of mine--YOU
HAVE DONE IT UNTO
If you have r,;ognized
God-then you are no longer among the ^least of these”
for you have become among the “highest of these, my
own=.
There is no magic in a murdered man (crucified, I
believe goes the tale) who will suck away sins from
anyone. Every, each, one, must acknowledge for SELF,
repent for SELF, forgive for SELF, rectify for SELF,
and it is then SELF who confronts GOD. No action is
unforgiven by GOD and “ascension” is through the
GRACE OF GOD-not
self or another.
I recognize the desperation resulting from YOUR
CURRENT CIRCUMSTANCES and it gives pause for
reflections on an entire lifetime-but
your lifetime is
short or long as you choose to make it. There is NO
THING SO BIG THAT GOD CANNOT CARRY YOU
I am going to share a poem that “sounds” good and
then I am going to
all
you to pause and see if you
can find what is totally WRONG with the concept.

listen

to the song

Your contribution and service unto that God presence?
Perhaps, Pedro, you just paid for your ticket with this
short note.
Did “I” pay you for this note just so I could have a
lesson? No, but I would have if I could. YOU and GOD
had to arrange this when we needed it so badly. Never
mind encouraging Pedro; Pedro has encouraged US and
we can cope with anything today that the world can
throw at us-because we know our work is arriving at
the eyes of those we are trying to reach. It is a long way
from California to Brazil. And, there have been almost
200 journals-how
be it that THAT ONE ENDED UP
WITH PEDRO? GOD DOES, AFTER ALL, WORK IN
MOST MYSTERIOUS WAYS HIS WONDERS TO
REVEAL.
Pedro, I am going to take the liberty of offering
your address herein so that those who feel you
made a contribution to their own INSIGHT,
you a note, a card, a word. They can be encouraging or
not, as they choose. We do not attend abrother or sister
because we first judge them. THERE IS ONLY TRUE
JUDGMENT BETWEEN SELF AND GOD-not here.
How “else” might you serve? Well, perhaps you
could share some tales fromBrazill?i?
Brazil is not the
ONLY place where evil and despair have taken hold-
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response1 And that might well be considered “encouragement”!
In closing, please realize this comes from Just
Another Teacher, BUT I AM your FRIEND. I cannot
change your circumstances and God will NOT-but
you CAN. Salu.
George Hatonn. (Please call me Hatonn, if you
would; there are so many Georges around. And, there
is only ONE ATON and, yes indeed, I have a lot of
“pull” with that One.)
Readers, in thevery darkest of dungeons the LIGHT
can be brought within the soul and, after all, the SOUL
is the YOU of your expression.

and
and

___

Isaiah
40.~31
~-

start with one: SELF.
By the way: you slipped, Son-you used the term
Since it takes so long to get letters point-to-point at
GOD CREATES AND UN-CREATES“decreate”.
great distances, please use “Via Aerea” (Air Mail)”
HE DOES NOT DE-CREATE!
And yes, a nice Christmas Card would be
Thank
.
an answer. Totally “gone” people do not ask for a

of birds
HATONN

The
The
To

boundless
breeze
to

Knowing
To

heavens

for my home,

I

(C. David

Hay)

Wow, and how do you feel now? Resurrected7 At
peace?
This whole concept is pure B.S. in actual
thought sequence, The last line should be,FIRST: “I’d
take the hand of God.” If man would take the hand and
place his soul into that hand, there would THEN come
the wondrous fulfillment of wishes as to soaring with
angels and eagles.
When MAN gets his priorities
soar through
the stars.
Now, let us look at people intheir perceived lockdown, their prisons of loneliness and pain and see what
is REALLY taking place. Even a prison with bars, a
::2x;nun~ :-+iY
s-vire, is only an incarceration
L-z.f; *--.
11 s-2 n. The is no grison for the SOrJL
/-*,::‘k;;2
._. .?,:*J’,,’
*: C’KOGSES to imprison himseir” I
I.,zc&
i.. _.;‘:a
..A..i.z.LA
:e;gzt: ,;CC 2312 ?.{c-JTMAKE ANY LOSERS. Nz::s
TX-J’=4
xcZ,3 GCD MAKE &$lSTAKES. MAN EET<S:,
i -..-4A%
GOD iS PZRIYXZTICN.
When YOU, any of you, consider skipping out on
reality of responsibility-as
presented in confrontation
by God, think again-and then again. When you TAKE
THE HAND OF- GOD, then all else becomes EASY.

I do, before I close this, wish to make a statement of appreciation to our own LEGAL TEAM who are working
overtime to pick up all loose ends in these ongoing and endless cases.
The Supreme Court of the U.S. issued a denial to Mr. Abbott and Horton and therefore there is no further
need for delays, unless the Judges deliberately and unlawfully do so, in the Overton matter.
I know it is difficult to reach out and step right out there and confront Judges if you are an attorney with
your life career at stake and in the hands of manipulators and liars working against you. All we can do is assist
in any way possible-and
thank you for going right ahead in the face of these miserable misfits.
Further, do not miss peeking in Colorado for the Greens. They would need to hook up with some people there
in their journey to wherever they are hiding. Check with the banker who serviced Gary Anderson as well. It
is a very
For some people who have stolen, lied and cheated against us-there shall be no where
to run and no place to hide from the consequences of their criminal actions. Just a thought for the day.
In appreciation to our harassed legal team, we want to publicly ackncwledge their efforts and offer our
gratitude. And to our readers who responded to charges presented by those unlawftrl pretenders at 1aw:‘THANK
YOU! My promise is that it shall prevail as you request
foxes are now running to their hiding
places.
I would close now and allow us to move on to our other tasks. I simply do not take time often enough to give
those tokens of appreciation for it always appears I am catching what is missed-but
Good morning and may this day bring tidings of great things abounding.

Salu.
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For you discerning readers, now let us share Ray’s

Latest

Update.

&

.News

I::~indcrew

At the risk of initiating more name-calling contests, I send you this for your information.
It appears that the New World Order’s MK/Ultra
program is working superbly at keeping their adversaries at each others’ throats.
??????
We are still experiencing many mail problems.
Keep the “LIGHT” on,
Ray Renick
[END OF QUOTING]
12/11/96 #l

Well, TROUBLE, is only a tiny description
circumstance.

RAY RENICK:
BEWARE
Ray Renick has recently had forwarded to him an
outstanding set of documents-and
the final page wraps
up the WARNING TO BEWARE. Not of the docur
ments, but this party in the hands of his representative,
Vassilos, is in grave and serious trouble with usage of
this individual in point.
Who, what, and so forth, is Vassilos? I prefer tc
not go into that matter; I just want to present some.
thing, here, to you in its form of arrival and without any
changes, We all, and especially those claiming to take
shorthand notes of some variety or another, will often
use phonetic terms. But THIS is a serious deviation
from such use. Your person in prison does not have a
prayer with this person “representing” him if you are
going to concern with God and Christ and what is truly
right vs. wrong.
To Ray came this note scribbled on the back of the
last page. Ray has sent it on to
while
directly addressing “Commander and Crew”.
[QUOTING: ]
Bro. Ray, forward 2 contact at your own risk.
Contact attacked Rayelan & G.
Neither of whom has been forthcoming 2 us who
have been so forthcoming 2 them, that is a real patriot
problem.
Your word Kristlike is the best, we need...
1996lNovf23
Kristlike Patriots.
We R 100% agreement-Creator/Kreator
of Hosts
of heaven is OUR FATHER (Yahueh (Kreator)-Elohim
(Almighty).
satan is not peanuts of universe, OUR FATHER
ALMIGHTY. KREATOR KREATED MANY KRIST
KREATIONS.
Among the many (1) Terrible ones (2) 12 foots, (3) Reptiles, (4)
greys, (5) Little low IQ 5 ft. humans.
OUR FATHER allowed KRIST to MANIFEST as
the lowest IQ Kreation-man-to
show HIM-self
Mighty when Krist returns and the little Peanut humans-weak
(see insert of direct copy), strong, foolish,
among wise - are raised up to rule with Krisi - those
who R truly born again, until Faith Building then it is
tribulation time.
[END OF QUOTING]
This is SERIOUS, serious disinformation of the
very worst kind, readers. This is confused thinking and
when a man sets himself up to be an authority and
actually moves IN to defend a person already in trouble
in prison-what
think ye .that you mibht have here?

I
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I‘

-““’
0

of this

For you who correspond with Ray and wish to now
do so, please refer to this address, for Ray has been
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moved around a LOT:

Ray Renick J 59861 fi
Facility A-2 239L
P.O. Box 3030
Susanville, CA 96 130.
A Christmas (not “Krist...“) card would be appropriate for Ray also because he is struggling to keep on
keeping on in his own ongoing barrage of problems.
Time may pass quickly for us out here-but “in” there,
it is endlessly long and painful.
12/12/96

ATTACKED
RAYELAN
AND

G.‘1

CORT CHRISTIE

rations “at arm’s length” to each other can be used to
manage investments, without falling under the IRS

A corporation formed in Nevada is an incompaof 39.6% on
rable financial tool, one which makes it possible to ac- tail a
CONTACT did no such thing. I
THE TRUTH complish what many would say was “impossible”. In
At NCH, we are often asked what would happen if
in Nevada, it is
and therein lies the problem. Rayelan continued to Nevada, and
paint herself
au authority in “channelling”
whom is worthy of your notation in itself) and both she dividuals that control it. That one feature sets a Ne- selves would ever want to close this down, it could
and Gunther ripped
many innocent victims trying vada Corporation
The Nevada legislature only sits every two
to help them as to astound anyone. They used credit an amazingly broad range of strategic applications.
years, and they will be convening again in 1997. If
cards, solicited and took money, presented their victhe rules are changed, and financial privacy is removed
It is possible, for instance, to SPIit income as
tims as some kind of CIA operatives which somehow ways as desirable in order to remain at the lowest
as a possibility, the new rules will almost certainly not
was to EXCUSE their criminal actions-and
we still sible tax rate, which is
15% of net income. In apply to corporations formed prior to the changesbe
less because this would “drop the drawers” on the big playhave reference to US PERSECUTING THEM??? For- addition, that net income
get it, good buddies, we have been stricken by the best through the use of a corporation, as a corporation is ers. Instead, it would seem likely that the new rules
you have to offer in the fraud and crime departments. entitled to many more deductions than an individual.
would be applied to corporations formed from that point
No thank you, Jimmy boy, if you can’t get your own act But there are many more advantages to be derived from forward, or to corporations formed after a certain date,
1996. If you have not yet
together, then I would
warp a
areas
of
asset
and twist the very soul-level truth of God, Christ and
formed the corporations that you may need, it could be
mankind.
Be Forthright7
How can you possibly be
Who should work with a Nevada Corporation?
wise to do so prior to the end of this year.
MORE FORTHRIGHT than we have been?
You Virtually anyone who has some measure of control over
If the rules affecting privacy were to be changed,
‘PEOPLE HAVE
EVIL CARNATE bow their income is rqceived. Even an
BEINGS--NOT
IF YOU CHOOSE TO CALL derive benefits from a Nevada Corporation, either by “grandfathered” under the old rules would instantly be
“GOD” BY ERRONEOUS TITLES, SO BE IT. YOU arranging to work on a contractual basis, or by setting worth a lot of money, and worth even more as the realCAN MARCH IN
DIRECTION YOU CHOOSEup a small business outside of their normal work rela- ization set in that such privacy could no longer be obtained at any
BUT IT WOULD BEHOOVE ALL OF YOU READERS tionship. A simple strategy using two Nevada
TO BEWARE
“grandfathered”,
“old”, Nevada
THE PIPER OF
Corporation. We have clients who
LIES, EVEN IF
have set up a number of Nevada
HE BELIEVES
Corporations against this continTHEM TO BE
gency, as an investment. Even withTRUTH, FOR
out a change in the rules, a “shelf”
THAT iN IT- L
corporation (one which was formed
SELF IS THE
and then put on the shelf, with no
WORST KIND
activity) appreciates in value by
OF MIS- DISabout $500 per year. We can only
INFORMAestimate that any shelf corporation
TION! IT IS
would be worth many times its cost
TIME
TO
if the rules were to be changed.
“GROW UP”!
Nevada Corporations have been
WHY, IN ADtested in the courts and have withIf you’re looking for the benefits that incorporating
DITION AND
stood all challengers’ attempts to
INDEED, HAS
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability,
pierce the corporate veil. Steven
SUCH AS JIM
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through
Presser, an attorney specializing in
VASSILOS
such matters, failed to produce even
the sale of stock-taking
just 5 miniutes of your time to
one successful example regarding a
explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation
Nevada Corporation in his 800+
could save you and your company thousands of dollars.
It
page book,
is your life as ina “how to” guide for other atdividual
pertorneys. From our own experience,
son-but
it is
we know that the
time you look
paper and many other
busivery carefully at
nesses could not have stayed in busiSELF and stop
ness if it were not for the benefits
insanity.
Make sure
Incorporating in Nevada offers
Ray gets this
the last refuge for privacy in your
writing from tofinancial transactions, relief from
day, Ray. And
P.O.Box27740
onerous tax burdens, asset protecRay, thank you
a
LasVegas,NV89126
for attending
at
any
time,
but
especially
Telcphonc SOO-398-1077
some of our load
NOW, before the next sitting of the
OR:7020896-7001
lately.

“passive
income”!
possible
tosetupan themlesweretobechanged.
While
it Seemunlikely

pas-

December
31,
“corporate
friend”
including,
butnotlimited
to,the forexample
protection
andliability
protection.

priceexcqtthrough
thepickle ofa
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ConfirmedSad NewsAbout
CanadianJournalistSergeMorias
I ask that the report from Daniele Boudreau through
John Ray be run in the paper, regarding SERGE
MONAST. [see lo right]
I ask you readers to be especially careful as to what
you do about this and what you consider sending, for
sometimes “help” of the wrong kind can cause a person
I refer to the portion of
to not qualify for “hel;“.
Boudreau’s notice which refers to the financial plight
of Mrs. Monast. If it is found that you have sent
material support-this
woman will NOT qualify for
Canadian assistance. So, with this in mind I’ll repeat
the last paragraph of the “notice”:

7,1996

a
he released his many

[QUOTING: ]
. . .I have been informed Serge’s wife is now alone
and il ill health and has no insurance. She lost both
her son and daughter to the state [H:
and now
her husband. She has no income or means of support
(Serge had fourteen dollars on him when he died).
Mrs. Monast speaks little English so it is difficult to
communicate. She knew very little of Serge’s business
but does understand the impact of her situatiop and
desperately wants her son back.
a
ways MORE than meets the eye in situations
this.
DO

as is

She will have to go on State Welfare in
Canada, which won’t permit assistance from any other
sources or she is
off from receiving any aid. This
presents a dilemma but a “gift” written to a trusted
friend will be appreciated, along with your prayers.
Send correspondence to: DANIELE BOUDREAU, 86
RG. 8 OUBST, NOTRE DAME DES BOIS, QUE.
CANADA JOB 2E0.

United Nations.
a

7
were picked up by the “authorities.”
in a foster home to “protect him” from an unstable home life. His son s&astraumatized because
this was the first time he had been separated from his parents and Serge was desperate to raise enough
money to hire an attorney to get his son back. Several years ago Serge’s young daughter was also
taken, and
returned. It was claimed by the authorities that she was in an unhealthy home
environment because she was receiving “Home Schooling” in a loving Christian home.
I have been informed Serge’s wife now alone
both her son and daughter to the St&e and now her husband. She has no income or means of support.
(Serge had fourteen dollars on him when he died). Mrs. Mona& speaks little English
to communicate. She knew very little of Serge’s business but does understand the impact
situation and desppately wants her son back. She will have to go on State Welfare in Canada which
won’t permit assistance from any other sources or she is cut
from
aid. This presents a
dilemma but a “gift” w&en to a trusted friend will be appreciated,
your prayers. Send

[END OF QUOTING]
Canada has better assistance with
medical
cam, readera, so let us not do anything which
gers her allowance for full coverage. If Serge did
nothing more than earn her care from that State operanot easy to bring TRUTH to a dying ,world,
readers. Don’t think for a minute that “dying in” his
wife’s arms means he’was not murdered. I suggest you
Kawaja who also had his wife die in his
arms, murdered by a blast of virus wherein she bled
in tier body-G
HiiS ARMS witit
q P heart arrest is perhaps kifider,
warA-5inh.
but the message is tinGerent, isn’n it? Mrs. Monast
anything and therefore doesn’t need IO
be stopped. Let us begian to see these things for the
.*
reality of that which IS.
Dharma, I will let you go now because we need to
other very distant things
riug this morning.

DANIELE BOUDREAU
86 RG. 8 OUEST
NOTRE DAME DES BOIS
QUE. CANADA JOB 2jZO

John H. Ray
9 16 Swartrnore Court
Schaumburg, Illinois 60 193
CC: For wide d&ibution-fax&mail/intetnet

netwc&s, alternative media, n&&sletier&&:
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to protect his interest in acts against Public Policy
(which in 18 U.S.C. is directed to Public Trust Gffice
Holder);
(b) Control the banking-finance industry;
(c) Utilize the Social Security Administrator
(appointee) to access the Social Security central database dump, which contains information on all Americans, which can be added to or deleted at the will of
the President of the United States, depending upon how
desirous club members are of unlawfully, and unconstitutionally taking of prime properties such as the

wrong of the situation, and who cares if it is excessive
misconstruction and abuse of power of Offrce of Publit Trust-this
is the prevailing attitude.
Congress had better take a long hard look at that
While they are at it,
take a look at the
international transactions
involving: (1) the White House, (2) U.S. Treasury, (3)
Department of Agriculture operating under :001. which
operates against the law by using tax dollars as loans
to foreign nations, and gifting of U.S. tax payer dollars to foreign nations, instead of applying the tax dollars to the National Debt. All of which is done under
the powers granted by the
The act, which Congress admitted (and which
was contained in the
was not fully reviewed and
they are unsure as to the extent of the Act. How in the
Hell can Congress pass such an Act which, in its entirety, is repugnant to the
of and for the
United States?! Moreover, Sec. 6 allows the President
and his appointees to tell the U.S. Congress: “We are
going to declare a National Security issue, and keep
these acts of criminalities, unconstitutionalities,
and
repugnancies, on a need-to-know basis with.club members only.” And, as Ms. Lau told the Oversight Committee, in so many words:
“You can call us into as
many hearings
as you
wish-you
can’t tire me,
you have no area of jurisdiction
over me.
Mr.
Rubin has no area of jurisdiction over me, only the
President of the United
States has Jurisdiction over
me, and if you keep pushing, busters, we will cut off
your Committee Hearing
fimdsl”
Let’s take a look at
what is going on here. Everything which has happened in this nation, the
loss of industry, loss of
jobs, loss of homes, loss of
farms, loss of Judicial Process for recovery
of
losses-all
circles right
straight back to the

It was not any surprise to the American people
when U.S. Representative Charles Keating’s “charges
were dismissed”. Were they?
These U.S. Representatives who fail their duties,
as per their Oaths of Office, actively engage in conflict of interest by heading up banking, financial mortgage, Savings and Loan operations, sit on county zone
boards, and grant Hud Enterprise Zone Grant Funds
to their club members. Adding insult to injury, when
someone squeals over not diwying up the funds
equally, these U.S. and state representatives activate
the Judicial Branch, a little bad publicity, loss of Powers of Office of Public Trust, and a little jail time is
spent. Loopholes are “discovered”, judges impeached,
and the “Old Boys Club” member is set free. Everyone shakes hands, kisses a lot of fanny, sucks up, has
a celebration dinner, pats everyone on the back, tells
everyone what a great job has been done, and how great
this crook is and how good that crook is. A new cornmittee is formed, and it’s back “under the porch”, boys
and girls. Same game, just play nice for a little while.
In watching CNN News as related to some Oversight Committee hearings:
The Office of Inspector
General (Ms. Lau) was being questioned by the Oversight Committee concerning an unauthorized,
subrosa, U.S. Representative(s)’ verbal instruction to investigate the U.S. Secret Service as related to goingson in the White House, when independent investigator Kenneth Starr had explicitly requested “do not
muddy up the waters” of his investigation, which involves Whitewater, etc., which involve matters of
criminal activity of members of the rich man’s club
(Old Boys Club), Chief Executive Officer and/or Chairman of the Board, one William Jefferson Clinton (Chief
Execytive of the U.S.) and spouse, Hillary Rodham
Clinton.
Lau (Treasury Department), when questioned
by the Committee, defiantly stated (1) Mr. Rubin was
her “boss”, but he did not have the power to fire her;
(2) her qualifications for the Offtce of Inspector Genera1 (OIG) (law enforcement) was accounting; and (3)
she vehemently advised this Criminal Oversight Cornmittee: ‘It is our office that funds these committees”,
etc. In other words, Mr. Lau was telling the Oversight Committee to back up and back off or we will
cut off your funds!
By now you are probably scratching your heads
and wondering how in the Hey can that woman, as the
head of the OIG, tell the Oversight Committee such a
(1) The President of
thing71 Well, it’s simple as it can be: The powers of the United States, under
the President, under
have caused the President to be granted a
and does:
dictatorship.
He can appoint whomever he pleases
(a) Appoint anywhether they are qualified or not, to do his bidding one he so desires, qualified
with blind alleniance, and to Hell with the right and
not, to do his bidding,

(d) Unlawfully use the Department of Agriculture (:OOl) base with the Federal Reserve Banking
System Trust (these are generated when unsuspecting
victims borrow money), take the amount of the loan,
put an unauthorized
life insurance on the victim/
borrower’s life; the Loan papers are sold off to Lordonly-knows who (DTC: Depository Trust Corporation,
a subsidiary of the Federal Reserve), and the person’s
properties which were used as collateral are sold off.
The borrower either has a heart attack and dies, or commits suicide, or in some instances has an accident of
sorts. The insurance moneys on these victims/borrowers is collected by the club members, and a super fund
is created. Example: A loan is for $40,000.00 when it
originates. The loan is then multiplied by 100 under
borrowing-power ratios. That victim/borrower now
a $4,000,000.00 unauthorized life insurance on his/her
life. Folks, that is Murder Incorporated, in violation
of 18 U.S.C. Rico Statutes. And again, it’s the
committing treason and
sedition against the government of the United States
(the People).
(2) The People are shut out by appointees of the
President of the United States who are members
the
American and state Bar Associations, also
as
judges on the benches of the courts of the People. What
these appointed judges cannot stonewall, the members
of the American Bar Association and the states’ Bar
Associations (by and through the Social Security tintral database “dump”) access, add to, delete, &nder,
put in false information, preclude, estop and bar
tims’ access to the constitutional judicial system for
remedy and recovery of losses of right and/or property, by imposition of computerized despotism. They
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cause cases to be predetermined before they are set
before the courts, by what is contained in the database
“dumps”.
(3) All those big insurance companies also underwrite the Fed. This is a conflict of interest! Very few
insureds have been fully paid for their losses.
Who decides what insurance company is going to
underwrite the Fed? The
it falls right back into the lap of the President of
the United States. Why?
(a) The country is run and controlled by the
right out of the Office of the President of the United States and his nonqualified appointees, who commit acts which, in the
event an ordinary American citizen would commit, the
ordinary American citizen would end up on death row!
However, it’s a horse of a different color when the President, and his appointees, can abuse and misconstrue powers of the Office of the President of the United States, by:
(1) Misusing, abusing the powers of the Office of
the President of the United States, under the

17,1996

Congress does have Jurisdiction, it’s called Repeal men/women can go down our streets, point a finger
Rescinding of an Act of Congress which is repug- and decide who gets wiped out and who lives. At this
nant to the
Of course, when the Speaker point in time, they are systematically using the comof the House is nearly under indictment, and under in- puters of the Social Security central database, appoinvestigation, as are the President and his wife, the U.S. tees, individuals, employees, delegees, nominees, agenCongress and Senate slap each other on the back with ties, agents, etc., to threaten, coerce, intimidate, blackthe gay abandon of con men and hustlers on the street, mail, intermeddle into estates, impede justice, obstruct
congratulating each other for jobs well done. While justice, obstruct criminal evidence from being set bethe
and the fore a U.S. District Court Judge, and more specifically:
of a homicide and acts of concealing of a homicide.
President’s men and women invoke Sec. 6 of the
and declare National SeWhen demands for privileged information were
curity and tell Congress-and the Senate: “You do not denied to the Social Security Administrations’ Presihave an area of jurisdiction.
So what if we destroy dential appointees, individuals, employees, delegees,
evidence-it’s
none of your business.
It’s National agents, agencies, etc., relating to criminal matters to
Security, at our discretion. So what are you going to be set before a U.S. District Court judge, the Social
do about it?” This is the prevailing attitude of the Ex- Security cut off my disability income.
Well, Mr.
ecutive Branch and appointees, delegees, committees,
Clinton, Mr. Keating, you were so desirous of obtainagents, agencies, etc. They are above the law and evi- ing information, you knew of a homicide, the photos
dence contempt for Oversight Committee Investigators,
were sent to the President of the United States who is
for the independent counsels, and/or any other thing bound by Oath of Public Trust Office, to preserve, prowhich they consider not with standing against these tect and defend the laws of the
of and for
acts against Public Policy-which
boils down to one the United States; you sat and did nothing about crimiUse appointees, delegees, nominees, com- thing, and one thing only: Mob rule under a
-absolutely
nothing; under the
mittees etc., to obstruct justice, by and through the
Act-allowed monarchy.
law, you became an accessory after the fact, if not to
Unless the U.S. Congress, and the US. Senate wake the fact/act.
and do what they were hired to do, the President’s
(b) Misuse, misconstruction and abuse of Social Security central database “dump”, which allows
b
private and privileged informations on individuals to
be accessed by insurance companies and member of the
Bar Association, whereas said informations can at that
time be added to or deleted to suit the needs of the
appointees, delegees, nominees, agents, agencies, etc.,
to be used against the persons who paid tax dollars to
insure themselves (Social Security Administration), by
purchasing insurance policies (which, in the event of
an accident or fraud on mortgage or banking loans,
must hire Bar Association members), and go before a
court, before an appointed judge, only to have the case
determined by the information in the computers, which
have been accessed by the appointees, delegees, nomi“Any aggression or attempts to make Iran insecure
nees, committees, Bar Association members, and inwill make the Persian Gulf more insecure for the ensurance companies.
The victims suffer despotism
emies of the Iranian nation, particularly those living
(meaning controlled, corruption of law, making the real
in glass houses,” the
quoted Khamenei as saying.
constitutional law unavailable) before a court of alleged
The
cited developments last week that Louis
law, before a judge (who sometimes wears nothing unFreeh, director of the FBI, had been passed intelligence
derneath his robe but his underwear).
by the Saudi Arabian Government linking a group of
This judge may have already sat at his desk, pulled
Saudi Shia Muslim extremists to the bombing of Khobar
up the Social Security database central “dump”, which
previously [and rightfully] contained privileged inforLondon, Dec. 16-Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatol- Towers in Dhahran, which killed 19 Americans.
Confessions of at least 40 of the Shias, combined
mation on persons who acted in good faith, paid into lah Ali Kamenei, says the United States is prepared to
their Social Security Trust. This system allows, unau- launch an
against Iran, according to a report in with electronic eavesdropping by the Saudis, were said
to confirm that the group had been sponsored by Iran
thorized by the payers, access to those privileged in- today’s
formation, contracted by the people into a “plighted
The newspaper also said Kamenei has warned that and had strong connections with Iranian intelligence,
reported.
faith U.S. Treasury Trust” (Social Security Act, XLIX such an attack would have consequences for any na- the
The story also cited reports in Washington that Iran
[1935] U.S. Statutes at Large), which can be added to, tions that are “enemies” of Iran.
A separate story in the
reported that the has allegedly been flying at least three 747 cargo-jet
or deleted by access of appointees, delegees, nominees,
committees, etc., including the American and State Bar United States has made contingency plans to attack loads of weapons into Syria every month for shipment
Associations, who are at liberty to add or delete at a Iran if evidence supports charges that the Tehran re- to Hezbollah, the radical Islamic group in Lebanon.
The story says the White House is expected to face
whim and to have the case of issues of rights of con- gime was linked to a June bombing of an American
pressure from Republicans if any concrete link is made
tract or whatever, to be determined by. appointees,
barracks in Saudi Arabia.
delegees, nominees, agents, agencies, or the
The newspaper, however, reported that the Penta- showing that Iran sponsored either the bombers in
President’s men/women. This gon said Sunday that no action would be taken until Dhahran or upgraded Hezbollah’s arsenal.
Iran has denied involvement in the bombing at the
is unconscionable, and repugnant to the
U.S. officials received “complete confirmation” linkbarracks in Saudi Arabia.
of and for the United States!
ing Iran to the bombing.
The report says that while the Pentagon has tentaDecember 1, 1996 article
While speaking to Iran’s main fighting force, the
quotes Franklin D. Raines, the new director of the Of- Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps, Kamenei said tively concluded that the Shias were responsible for
Saturday: “The American Administration has decided the Saudi bombing, officials say the evidence must be
fice of Management and Budget (a
Presidential appointee), has so little to strike. They did not say so, but evidence indicates incontrovertible before any action is taken. The story
Capitol Hill experience that he whimsically displays this.” Iranian officials and businessmen speculated also notes that some intelligence analysts in Washingin his office a mock handbook titled
that some targets of an attack could include Iran’s ton believe that Saudi Arabia may be making a delibunfinished nuclear reactor at Bushehr, oil facilities and erate attempt to destabilize Iran.
“We have to be sure that we’re getting into here,”
The OIG
Lau, in so many words) advised the a network of camps that the U.S. alleges are used as
a senior member of the National Security council is
Oversight Committee as to who allocated the moneys training facilities for terrorists, according to the
for these Oversight Committees to “investigate”. And Another possible target is said to be two disputed is- quoted as saying. “All the information from Saudi
Arabia must be confirmed by us and others before anydid so with deliberate, evidenced contempt for the lands in the Persian gulf, which Tehran has fortified
thing is considered.”
Oversight Committee, with a glare in her eyes that said in past months.
Nevertheless, the Pentagon wants to be prepared
in so many words: “Back up and back off, I’m the
While referring to the United States as the “Great
President’s property and you have no area of Jurisdic- Satan”, Kamenei added thinly veiled warnings against for any eventuality, thus repor&@ is in the advanad. _ stages
ofplanningamsponseforIran,the7Imesreportsaid.
Saudi Arabia and other nations in the Gulf.
tion over me!”

REPORT:
IRANIANLEADERSAYS
U.S."HASDECIDED
TO STRIKE"
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thought-shaping professions-speak
with a single Jewish voice. Jews control what the American people see
and read and hear-in other words-our minds. Jewish
mind control is pumped into captive Christians night
and day, shaping and molding the opinions, values and
thoughts of virtually every American, young or old,
simple or sophisticated.

Jewish
Control
Of
The
Media
Is
The
Single
Most
Dangerous
Threat
To
America

This is not necessarily bad. If the ideas shaped by
Jewish mind control are fair, balanced, middle-American, pro-Christian-no
problem. But that is not the
case. As will be detaiIed below, Jewish mind control is
unfair to White people, un-balanced, hard-left liberal,
and anti-Christian.
This presents a terrible problem
for the survival of Christianity.

[quoting:]
From a NAAWP (National Association for the
Advancement of White People) publication.
I do not agree with all aspects of NAAWP’s beliefs
but I think the following excerpts from their publication should be read and considered by all who are
trying to correct the course that we, as a civilization,
are on.
I want to remind you that all Jews are not evil. We
are discussing the
Khazarian
Jews do not always have Jewish names or a “so called”
Jewish heritage. They can be anyone if you go by looks
or names alone. Many Khazarian Jews have married
into non-Jewish families to help in taking over fortunes and power. They have also, deceitfully, changed
their names to
The best way to help differentiate the Khazarian
Zionist Jews from others is: “If they walk like a duck,
swim like a duck, quack like a duck, act like a duck and
associate mainly with them,” you can consider them to
be one.
As long-term readers of
the term
Jew was first used in the late 1700s. The Khazarians
gave this name to the Judeans and then stole their
Christ belief heritage by claiming that they were the
true Jews, although they were the Satan worshipping
heathen bastards. Ever since they
been enslaving
and killing off many of the Christ-believing Judeans.
If anyone dares to criticize
these Satanist
Khazarians, they are called anti-Semites which indicates the Khazarian Jews arexmites
(meaning from
the line of

President Richard Nixon warned about “the terrible problem arising from the total Jewish domination
P.
of the media.” (Pg. 405,
Putnam’s, New York, 1994). In his last press conference, Nixon said the media should be investigated for
abuses, warning that the media would not have doctors
or politicians investigate themselves for abuses, but
“we are taught that editors, reporters and broadcasters
have a unique capacity to ensure that they themselves
act responsibly.”

The
assumes that u Jews in this country
are good, patriotic Americans except
QUIZ: If you’re a Zionist Jew and want to control Zionist Jews standing at
of the media pyramid
the largest Christian country on Earth-but don’t have They appear to have dual loyalties, and seem to be
the soldiers for military conquest-what
do you do? following the historical Jewish pattern of dividing and
You gain control of ,every news, entertainment, and conquering the host country.
Perhaps-_ this
. . is -why
educational medium of thought and expression (herein- Hollywood and TV are destroyingthe Christian-tamafter shortenedto“media”).
Thiscontrolallows
create a thought-shaping dictatorship.
Jewish control of the media can be verified by the
any large public library. Look intO
current editions of yearbooks on the radio and TV
industries; into directories of newspapers and magazines; into registers of corporations and their officers,
as
and
and into standard biographical reference works. It is
all there, nothing is hidden,

Your research will disclose that Jews once again
have employed their ancient strategy of gaining control
of the crucial thought-shaping professions in the host
The Khazarian propaganda about anti-Semitism
country. Hollywood, NBC, ABC, CBS, Turner, newshas been so great that people cower at the thought of papers, magazines, books,TV, most of radio-all
are
being labelled an anti-Semite and thus their power is now in one or two Jewish hands. Most important of all,
assumed by them.
Jews are vastly over-represented in the key positions
within the educational world and control the publica‘tion of all school materials,
The transmission
of Christian culture is in Jewish hands!

The attack on Christianity is not out in the open,
but under the covers. It is slick, silent, and almost
invisible.
No billboard descends before your eyes
warning that you are about to be brainwashed against
Jesus.
Instead, your mind is controlled very subtly,
your

The most powerful tool Jews use is omission. They
simply omit all information helpful to Christians. Then
they twist
distort the rest by the
it is covered:
which items are emphasized, which are played down,
the choice of words, tone of voice and facial
sions, the wording of headlines, choice of illustrations,
etc.
All of these techniques are so subtle they are almost
impossible to detect, yet they can make day into night,
make left look like right, and so on.

The main technique Hollywood and TV use to
brainwash us is the c&text of-the program. Context,

a
Thus, one way or another, Jews have constructed
a vertically integrated media monopoly that dominates
almost every single medium
of thought and expression.
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the situation, is not everything-it
is the ONLY thing.
It controls all. Jews are masters at manipulating us in
this way. For example, a Black will bed a White girl.
The context could be shown in one of three ways: a)
negative; b) neutral; or c) positive.
But notice the conlext is almost always positiveall their friends on both sides will be shown laughing
with joy and applauding with approval. The racially
mixed couple will be liked, respected, and socially
sought after by other characters. QUIZ: When was the
last time you saw a negative portrayal of a raciallymixed couple? Right-hardly
ever! The same thing
happens with a “take charge” Black scholar or businessman, or a sensitive & talented homosexual, or a
poor but hard-working illegal Mexican.
On the other hand, a “racist’‘-that
is, any White
person who disagrees with the attitude the movies or
TV says he
have-is portrayed as a despicable
bigot. How? Easy! Just make the context negative this
time. Show the other characters reviling and sneering
at him, avoiding his company, saying hateful things
about him behind his back, etc.
Another example is gun control. Jews want to get
guns out of Christian hands in case we wake up to their
hidden agenda to destroy us, and come for revenge.
This is done by having the conjext show White men as
dangerous psychotics, extremists who are fascinated by
firearms and a menace to all law-abiding citizens. This
context is not the unusual, but the usual. In
fact, it is so familiar that the White racist “gun nut” has
become a stereotype, creating the false impression that
most White men are not OK.

structs you to, or you are a sinner, a bigot, someone
unworthy, an undesirable, unfit person who should feel
guilty!
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be innocent, is a description of total mind control,
complete mind control, perfect mind control. This puts
our Christian head in the Jewish lion’s mouth.

a
The guilt-tripping of the “Tyranny of the Jewish
Shoulds” is why a whole generation of Christians feel
tremendous
believe that ail
Christian preachers and priests are corrupt; Christians
on the political right are all bigoted; all Christian
family values are hopelessly out of date; homosexuality
is a normal, acceptable and morally equivalent way of
life; children know better than their parents so they
shouldn’t listen to them; 011 questions about Jewish
influence in America are proof of anti-Semitism; no
White Christian civil rights group has legitimate concerns or honorable motives;
efforts by Whites at
racial self-preservation are reprehensible bigotry and
racism; it is wicked to try to halt a flood of non-White
aliens from pouring across our borders; it is always too
dangerous for citizens to keep and bear arms; a “pluralistic,” cosmopolitan, multicultural society is always
more desirable than a single culture; there is nothing at
all wrong with White women bedding Black criminals;
America is a racist country built on the backs of Blacks;
a11Whites are guilty of the racism that causes perfectly
e<lual Blacks to fail in this society, and so on.
This mindset is destructive of Christian family
values and racial harmony. It divides and conquers this
nation far more effectively than an invasion by Jewish
soldiers.

The average American is able to distinguish between these fictional contexts and the real world only
with difficulty, if at all. Why? Because it takes
concentration, study, awareness-things
Joe Six-pack
is trying to avoid by looking at the boob tube in the first
place. He doesn’t want to work at studying Jewish
propaganda techniques.
After a hard day’s labor, he
wants to let his mind slide, go unconscious, and be
entertained.
Christian unconsciousness to the Jewish threat is
just unmentionable
why most of us respond to the actions, statements,‘and
Jewish power and influence in America is no seattitudes of characters in the play, movie, TV, book,
etc., much as we do to real life. We let the real world cret. Jews are proud of it and boast amongst themselves
be replaced by the false world of Jewish context. This constantly that they “have America in their hands”.
means the anti-American, anti-Christian brainwashing
It’s just that Christians can’t talk about it. It is
goes straight in, un-filtered and un-questioned.
unmentionable, because the Jewish Thought Gestapo
have gagged the American people.
How? By denying the
that any question
about Jewish influence can
come from legitimate conterns or honorable motives.
Jews brand every questioner
anti-Semite, whether they are
or not. This lasts firever,
which is why Jewish power
to end careers is legendary.
For the rest of his days, he is
treated as if he were a Nazi
with ovens hidden behind his
back.
Christians
are
so
throughly ,
L
brainwashed
that there is nopossibility in anyone’s
It is to the false Jewish
that our urge to mind that a person branded “anticonform responds. For example, when Jews arrange Semitic” could be innocent.
the context to have the characters believe and
of Christian family values being horribly out of date,
Jews
they exert a powerful, secret, invisible social
on millions of viewers to agree. This psychic
ATTENTION! The fact that there
is known as the “Tyranny of the Jewish Shoulds,” a is no space in Christian America’s
tyrannical, irrestible
that tells mind for even the
that
you that
should feel the same as the
in- someone branded anti-Semitic could

Control of the minds of the people translates into
control EVERYTHING-politicians,
the Presidency,
government, bureaucracy, courts, law enforcement, the
national culture, the national morals, the national religion, and so on. In short: America! In Christian
activist circles, Jewish control of this nation is known
as Zionist Owned Government, or “ZOG” for short.
There are two separate and distinct governmentsone visible, the other invisible. The visible government is the one we vote for
The invisible government is
ZOG, whose hidden hand pulls the visible government’s
strings-not
for the benefit of Americans-but
for the
benefit of Zionist Jews.

The most powerful men in the world are not presidents or kings or generals, but the Zionist Jews standing at the top of America’s media pyramid. There is no
greater power on Earth today than in these one or two
hands; No king or pope of old, no conquering general
or high priest masquerading as God, ever enjoyed
power even
approaching that of the Jewish
Thought Gestapo who control the American people and
government.
If Jewish control
were pro-American, no
problem.
But many,
m
people are starting to think that ZOG is
a vampire. bat, sucking
America’s blood.
Jews
Jewish Masters
do not have to own something to rule it. For example,
newspapers are not supported by their subscribers, but
by their advertisers. It is advertising revenue-not
the
small change collected from a newspaper’s readersthat largely pays the editor’s salary and yields the
owner’s profit, This is why a newspaper, TV station,
etc., may be owned by Christians, but it is so thoroughly
dependent upon Jewish advertising revenue that its
editorial and news reporting policies are controlled by
Jewish likes and dislikes.
Jews are very cunning.
Nothing is written down, they leave no paper trail to
follow, no fingerprints appear anywhere. Everything is
verbal--” do what we like or we’ll cancel our ads.”
Faced with no large ad money coming in, and being
suddenly, mysteriously deluged with labor and legal
troubles, shortages of supplies, late deliveries, defective parts, etc., virtually all media outlets cave in to
Jewish terrorism. In the media as elsewhere, he who
pays the piper calls the tune.
The
American Jews routinely claim they are not a dis, tinct_ nation
___within this nation, do
not have dual loyalties, and do not
have a hidden Zionist agenda.
They claim they are “merely a
religion”.
This is a lie. Jews may differ
among themselves about many
things, but in the matter of protecting their SS control of the
American people and government,
they come together and act like a
secret, well-disciplined army.
Jews have constructed in this
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nation the same organization, iron discipline and rigid
control that allows tiny Israel to thumb its nose at angry
Arab mobs outnumbering them 100 to one. To secretly
replicate the state of Israel’s effective crowd-control in
America is a task so enormous that it proves Jews are
not “merely a religion” as claimed, but an invisible
nation within a nation. It is imnossible for our Jewish
Media Masters to have imposed the Thought Dictatorship they have over Christians without being an invisible, secret, well-disciplined army in civilian clothes.
Jews so perfectly control the Christian mind that
they inhabit the lofty domain reserved for Gods, high
above all questioning, far beyond any inquiry. We dare
not object, because for a Christian to question a Jew in
America is a sin, an awful display of “anti-Semitism”.
Our Jewish Gods hand down laws dictating what
we Christians are permitted to think, feel, be-with no
input, no feedback from us. In this Christian country,
Christians are not consulted! We have no power!
If this is not a description of a Police-State Dictatorship, what is? There is not a dime’s worth of
difference between Hitler and Stalin’s Dictatorship and
the Jewish one here in America. The only question is,
do Jews intend to destroy this Christian civilization7
How do you determine someone’s intentions toward you’? “Intent” is an invisible thought, which is
why you can’t cut someone’s head open and find a lump
of intent. Although you cannot see intent directly, you
can see it
by looking at the facts and circumstances surrounding an event.
For example, if you see someone standing over a
dead body with a smoking gun, you can see his intent,
his hidden mentai agenda.
This brings us to the
media’s intent toward Christian White America. When
asked, media persons deny they intend harm to the
White Majority. But their anti-Christian, anti-White
actions drown out their words....
[End quoting]

(A Perspective

From Inside The 6. C. System)

This is an example of how the
to conquer.
These Latinos don’t
know who their &leaders
are. They mostly are sheep
being led to the slaughter like most others of all races.

Jews are dividing
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Speeches about the bloodthirsty Christopher Columbus, George Washington the compulsive liar,
Abraham Lincoln the master racist, Carl Marx the
enlightened one, and “minorities can’t be racist” is
common at U. C. R. All day long Marxist presentations
named “Disturbing the Peace” sponsored by Global
Studies and self proclaimed Marxist sociology professors. Topped with the most hateful racist literature you
can imagine, elevating Mexican nationalism and Marxism to a grand level. A wood shack erected in the
middle of campus was used as a billboard to spray paint
messages like “KILL THE WHITE MAN!” “WILL
SOMEBODY PLEASE SHOOT PETE WILSON”
“AMERIKKKA MUST FALL! n “PUT YOUR HOODS
BACK ON. WHITE AMERICA!” [Can you
what
do
whoprrf
Authorized and
encouraged by our Chancellor Raymond Orbach it was
left there glaring for many weeks so as to grind it in the
face of every student.
Before I attended U. C. R. I thought illegal immigration meant people came over to obtain free services
or a job. Not so. The reality is that it goes way beyond
this. There is a tremendous movement inside America
today, but it is not a movement by or for Americans. It
is a movement currently under way and it’s right under
our noses. It is called the liberation of Aztlan!
While there are many diffferent “RAZA” (i.e. the
Mexican race) groups on our campus printing distorted
or misleading statistics, revising history and shouting
chants of hate and venom, MEChA and The Coalition
(the two most vocal and active hate groups) are personally endorsed by our Chancellor Raymond Orbach and
financially supported by student fees and tax dollars.
Of course, all of these politically correct groups claim
to oppose racism, hatred and bigotry-but
they are
doing everything they claim to oppose. And our Chancellor Raymond Orbach supports them in the name of
tolerance, fairness, kindness and multiculturalism.
Ever since I arrived at U. C. R., I have listened to
their hate speeches and attended their global socialist
workshops. Posing as one of them, I sat in the middle
of a room full of quasi-gangbanger Brown Berets,
militant feminists, homosexuals, and red flag Marxists
and forced myself to agree and converse with their hateAmerica agenda and even laugh at their illegible jokes.
I have compiled their disgusting literature with the
hobe that somehow I could get this information out and
mike it public. It seems iobody else on my campus
cares.
__- --.
This is nothing to laugh at or take lightly. The
people involved are completely serious, have substantial growing membership, maniacal enthusias-m, their
own offices, money, press, and receive support and
coaching by sociology, ethnic studies, Marxist studies,
and the majority of U. C. professors. Most importantly,
the oppressive atmosphere of hate and intimidation
goes virtually unopposed on our campus. There is
Potentially one student club on campus (Young Republicans) to counter this left-wing landslide of indoctrination, but even they are too afraid to even meagerly

[From a FLYER with above publication, quoting:]
As a student of the University of California Riverside, and as an American who loves and cares about this
great country of ours I have some very disturbing
information that I must relay to you.
Ever since my first day of attendance on the U. C.
campus I have been disgusted and dismayed at what I
have seen and heard on the campus and in the lecture
halls. Since day one there has been an endless barrage
of hate America speeches, Flag desecrations, Burn SP1 & SP-2 demonstrations,
oil soaked burning tires
blccking the streets, hard-core racist Mexican nationalists and Brown Berets in uniform waving the Mexican Flag while pointing their fingers or raising their
right fist and screaming into a microphone about White
racism and elimination of the White devil in the name
of God.
. ._a. .
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support C. C. R. I. for fear of offending someone or
being labeled as racist.
It wasn’t too long ago when a couple of fraternity
brothers were surrounded and roughed up by a mob of
angry MEChA members for printing a fraternity Tshirt that didn’t strictly follow their code of political
correctness. In an attempt to appease MEChA, Chancellor Orbach proceeded to disband the fraternity from
our campus. Fortunately the fraternity received some
outside help from one of our friends and defeated
Chancellor Orbach in a lawsuit.
What I have learned is that there are two very
different and separate cultures among us. One is “La
Raza”, the other is the apathetic American. The Aztlan
movement is very well known within the Hispanic or
“Raza” community and not just in the universities.
It
is propagated at the community colleges, high schools,
barrios,
and quite heavily among those incarcerated in the prison system. This is not to say all
Mexicans think this way, but many do. Possibly a
majority. There is an extensive plan and a strong desire
to take over what they call occupied America or Aztlan.
This includes all states along the Southern border such
as California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas andvarious
others. Although this is not a new idea, among themselves and their community this is a movement that
they are beginning to see as a possibility. They percieve
America as weakening while their political power and
sheer numbers are growing. There are publications
that call for violence and others that simply say time is
on their side. There is a powerful, almost spiritual
unity among La Raza. Something Americans are badly
lacking in. One way or another they see themselves as
an oppressed race and they really hate us for it; they
want to make us pay.
I’m sure that as soon as Chancellor Orbach, MEChA,
Voz Fronteriza. Nuestra Cosa. The Coalition, or Brown
Berets gets hold of this, they’ll be looking for me right
away. But this wiU not stop me from standing up for my
country, my land, my people and beliefs. I love America
and I am going to do something about it.
Please read every square inch of the cop.es ineluded in this packet. I could try to explain with several
pages the extent of what I have seen and heard, but why
listen to me? Their words explain it best. This is a
small sample of a problem we will soon be forced to
confront.
/no s/ anonymous with reason
P.S. When you are finished please give this to a
friend or send it to a reporter or politician who gives a
damn. [End quoting]
The
behind this type of sabotaging of
our country will be found to be the Khazarian, Zionist
Jews. Their goal is to divide and conquer and then
destroy the fools who were the stooges to work to bring
it about forthem!!
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and into the birthing and presence of the new.
The messages that the Heavenly Hosts reveal are
the keys that unlock your own latent informational input systems. They are here at this time to put you in
direct contact with the Source of all information. for
the time is at hand for the remembering-you
have slept
long enough. Their mission is to bring an awareness
to all human beings who are able to respond to a state
of understanding present prior to the veil of “forget“. When we entered this human physical dimension we knew full well and understood that we would
not remember what was on the other side of the veilthe invisible dimensions of the Higher Liehted Realms.
This was so that we would appreciate the physical experience for the opportunity it offers to learn our lessons of Love and Light in the course of remembering
who we are in reality. If we are to move to Higher
Understanding, it must be from the aspect of the physical plane manifestation through the remembering of
who we are in reality (our non-physical, Soul-self).

Written languages are, at best, cumbersome tools
for attempting to convey concepts about the vast created Universe of which we are but a tiny part.
yet, if we are to understand something of the nature of
the Universe and our life and existence within it, some
means, no matter how inadequate, must be found to
give an idea of what it is like. We are then left with
having to use words to attempt to explain the unexplainable.
Words and concepts can be both fallible and misleading. They are not absolutes. Since our perceptions and our understanding are not perfect, but are in
a constant process of awakening (as with this writer),
we must not confuse the words and concepts with the
realit ‘es they represent.
Some statements made by this writer in the Front
Page article of the December 3, 1996 issue of CONconcerning the Imminent Return of HerculobusNibiru, could be somewhat confusing in the context in
which they were given. It is for all of the above reasons that certain clarifications might be in order at this
time. As well, some expansion of the ideas earlier presented would also be beneficial in this critical transition period.
Herculobus and Nibiru may not necessarily be the
same object or entity. They do, however, appear to be
inextricably linked in their mission and purpose. According to renowned author Zecharia Sitchin, who has
conducted thirty years of intensive research into deciphering the ancient Sumerian texts, and who thus appears to be this planet’s foremost spokesperson on the
ancient Sumerian cosmogony (see end of this article
for information on his books), Herculobus (also presently known as “Comet” Hale-Bopp, according to Commander Hatonn) is the “harbinger” of the return of
Nibiru, our Twelfth Planet. Mr. Sitchin contends that
Herculobus and Nibiru ate on the same 3,600-year orbital
path, and that Nl&ilu is somewhere soon to follow.
It is the planet Nibiru that was intimately involved
in the formation of the Solar System as we know it. It
is Nibiru that is the home of the Anunnaki
the Nefilim in the Bible), who flmt camt to Earth some
445,000
ago. Nibint is
a “Planet
Herculobus, on the other hand, is what is now being referred to by Commander Hatonn as the “Comet”
It is Herculobus that is known as the
Hale-Bopp.
“Planet of Bitterness”, also called Wormwood in the
in the
Herculobus may well
bring incredible diseases to our planet which would
mean death to large segments of humanity, but Nibiru
could as well straighten things out here by other means

Editorial Policv
Opinions
of the
contributors
are their own and do not necessarily
reflect
those of the
staff or management.

that the Nefilim might employ!
lfWelWOtUNthiSElUthlymesSaround,it~WCllbC
Thus it is that the differences and distinctions between Herculobus and Nibiru are not necessarily as as stated in the same PhoeniwJou#?f~~earlier qmtcd:
“As this new awareness increasingly filters into
great or as important as is the necessity for we humans
every-day levels of human function, and as more and
harbingers of change so that we
more individual human cells become aware of what is
our acts” in this Great Cosmic Play we call Life.
taking place, the change will accelerate exponentially.
Consider, in the energy framework that exists be- Eventually, the psychic pressure exerted by a critical
neath manifest matter, that Herculobus may only be a mass of humanity will reach levels that are sufficient
thought-form,
constructed from all of the negative to tip the scales. At that moment, the rest of humanity
thoughts of humans on this planet, built up over count- will experience an instantaneous transformation of a
less eons. (Remember, we are but thought-forms in Proportion you cannot have a way of now conceiving.
the Mind of our Creator.) These negative thought- At that time, the “spell” which was cast (on humanity)
forms are the stuff that wars are made of, the harbin- through the years past, when you plunged into the
worlds of good and evil, will be shattered forever.”
gers of death, the agents of disease and destruction.
Even now, with the T~th being spread to the four
With the energy that we give those evil thoughtforms
through our attention, they have the strength to cripple corners of the Earth, the spellisbeginningt0 lift.
The
a planet and all of its inhabitants. But it doesn’t have creative powers of the Universe are at your disposalat your fingertips-all
the time, wherever you are. This
to be that way.
This is why it is absolutelysessential in these clos- always has been so and always will be. We must learn
how to utilize they. If your intent be evil, or less than
completely. Let them become a part of the past, where perfect, you shall not be entrusted to know or expe*they belong. And don’t spend undue time in contem- ence any of it. But, if your intent be selfless and for
Life exists eternally in the the highest good of all mankind, then YOU hall learn
plation of the future.
to use these powers. You can communicate directly
present, and that is where our attention must be.
To quote from one of the
When you begin to understand, you will realize that
end of article for more information):
“What do you call Satan? His body is the
his we livetoday in a world of OppOSiteS.&U politicians
breath, the future. Energized by your past-oriented
say one thing, and when they do finally decide to act,
guilt and your future-oriented
fear, he follows you they do something completely different. Good is the
opposite of evil, but some are tricked into believing
around like some vast cosmic shadow.”
Does that sound anything like Herculobus??? It is that evil is good1 Confused? This is why someone
easy enough to reverse this situation, yet people usu- once said our life is a labyrinth of contradictions. But
ally seem to prefer the difftcult path. You must re- once you clearly begin to live in truth, in the eternal
move your attention from the past (which has been present, the confusion will cease and the knowledge
spoiled by the lies given to trip you up along the path which leads to wisdom will begin to unfold.
We, all of us, are simultaneously functioning in
the
moment. When your attention is totally in the present two realities at the same time. This is the natural state
moment, you are in the Presence of Creator and Cre- of affairs for those experiencing in the human physical dimension. Before we came into this dimension,
ator is present in you!
When you learn to experience in this way, you be- we were existing on the other side of the veil from your
gin to realize that specific information regarding each self that is reading this.
that YOU areWsdiW this,
you must come to understand that it is your temporal,
ously by the Source of Infinite Knowledge. How many ephemeral, physical self which is reading this, amI that
in the Universe available to us all the time, simply for
the asking. When you are fully aware of your intinite
totality, the
thing that you need to know in any given situation.
You see,
Creator’s identity comes into
only as HE enters the context of HIS relationship with
you. When we of the Ground Crew are no longer
needed in this cauacity, we, and our Creator, will merge
back into the Being behind all being. There we all
shall remain in the unity and fulfillment of the Onederous Light until the next impulse comes to send
on another mission. At this particular time, however,
it is urgently mandatory to bring humans to the same
be at
least a remnant of truth to extend through the physical

is already aware of the information this article reprosentsl There is no separation in reality. All is One.
The real you is that which lies beyond all duality. In
the apparent duality, rou are Life as it relates to planet
Earth, eternity as it relates
time, the infinite
it
relates to the finite.”
To overcome the negative impact we must come
back into recognition of that which we are in reality.
Just as we have created the mess which we are llOk
experiencing in the world, we shall have to create the
lusion. Those who tune in to the new Higher Frequenties and patterns of Love and Life will find life growing more wondrous every day. But those who tune in
to fear will find their world falling apart. You will
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create your own transition; if you choose it to be, it
shall be glorious.
We are the Love of Creator, embodied in human
form. Through the power of our Love, we create. We
are in the service of the Universal One to create beauty
and to enjoy all that has been created. The evocation
of beauty and the description of truth: this is our purpose. It is the purpose of Life, and the very purpose of
the Universe itself! !
In the article by this writer in the December 3, 1996
issue of
mention was made of the fact that
“We shall soon see many starships visiting us.” Regular readers of
and the
should be aware that there are thousands upon thousands of spacecraft from all over this galaxy and beyond, out there in near space to this planet, observing
what is now happening here, i.e., our great Planetary
and Solar Transition, the battle between good and evil,
and the great awakening of humanity. For those who
may not be aware of all this, the reason there are so
many visitors from elsewhere is because what we are
confronting right now, at this very moment, involves
certain fundamental issues that will have to be faced
again and again on numerous other planets in other
star systems. As long as the Universe continues to
unfold, human beings on growing, evolving planets will
face the same fundamental issues we are facing today.
They will have to choose between being ruled by what
they love or by what they fear.
The Angels of Conception who are guiding universal develotiment seek to minimize suffering on as
many worlds-as possible. It is not
necessary that all those other worlds
should have to experience the starvation, suffering, disease, deprivation and warfare which we have experienced through our rejection of
our spiritual
soul selves. If major lessons can be learned from what
we are now experiencing on just this
one planet, then genetic immunity
can be built into future generations
elsewhere.
The question is, will our visitors
watch us relive the same weatherbeaten old script that always ends the
same way, or will they witness an enlightened,
awakening
humanity
which throws off those old chains
that bind, and fulfills its cosmic destiny among the stars? It appears that
we may actually be awakening to the reality of our own divinity. There is hope!
Robert Morningsky,
a Native
American (Hopi and Apache), has
long been respected for explaining
Hopi prophecies as they relate to
mankind and to unfolding events in
the world today. He has recently revealed information that seems to indicate that the Hopi prophecies and
the ancient Sumerian texts may be
in accord.
As Mr. Morningsky explains it,
Hopi prophecies are not the product
of legends or psychic predictions.
They are grounded in what has been
passed down from the ancient ancestors, back to the records of the
Anasazi who predate both modern
history and the Hopi. These prophecies are essentially a study of ancient history based upon what has
been observed over thousands of
The Hopi have recognized
years.
certain patterns which appear to repeat themselves and thus provide a
basis for what might be expected to
happen again at a certain time in the

future. Always there are signs which act as guideposts
to let us know what to expect.
Among the extensive Hopi prophecies is a story
about two brothers who are given the tasksof caring for
the Hopi people and the Earth in general. The younger
brother is instructed by the Great Spirit to remain behind to live with the Hopi, to walk the land and discover things about Mother Earth. The older brother is
instructed to go to a specific distant point or destination and, as soon as he reaches it, he must return, This
has been construed to refer to an orbit, suggesting that
the older brother, also called the Great White Brother
(or “Bahana” in the Hopi text), is a heavenly body. The
prophecies state that when the Great White Brother returns he will be accompanied by another entity known
as The Purifier.
As the story goes, Bahana assesses the situation to
find out what kind of reception he will receive from
the younger brother and the Hopi people upon his returning to Earth. If the world would accept Bahana in
the old ways, in the traditional fashion, then there
would be peace and happiness.
However, should
Bahana find that the people of Earth have lost the old
ways, that they have lost their connection with the traditional ways of respect for Mother Earth, then he
would send in The Purifier to cleanse the Earth. The
Purifier manifests the Day of Purification.
Hopi prophecies state that a procession of heavenly bodies will make their appearance at this time.
The beginning of this procession will be marked by
the appearance of “the long-tailed cometn which, in
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Hopi prophecies,
is surrounded in mystery.
Mr.
Morningsky believes that Hale-Bopp is the long-tailed
comet. The prophecies then state that Bahana will follow after the long-tailed comet, seven “seasons” later.
Mr. Morningsky believes this means seven years but
maybe it means 1 + 314 years, assuming 4 seasons per
year. We cannot be certain as to the exact time-frame,
but, could Bahana be the planet Nibiru?
In 1990, Zecharia Sitchin had deduced that the first
appearance of Nibiru would have to be from the direction of the Constellation of Sagittarius.
And this is
where Herculobus (or Hale-Bopp) was first noticed.
As far as the scientific community’s comments
about the existence of a tenth planet orbiting the Sun,
on June 25, 1987, N.A.S.A. issued a press release headlined “NASA Scientist Believes A Tenth Planet May
Exist.” This was announced at a news conference, reported also in the July 13, 1987 issue of
magazine. The conference was held under the auspices
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (J.P.L.), the Ames Research Center, and N.A.S.A. headquarters in Washington, D.C. A final comment by Dr. John Anderson was,
“I wouldn’t be surprised if it is found in 100 years...
and I wouldn’t be surprised if it’s found next week.”
An unnamed astronomer at Kitt Peak National Observatory in Arizona has recently disclosed that other
astronomers he knows at an unnamed observatory “let
on that they were taking astronomic observations on
an anomaly near the Hale-Bdpp comet.” The astronomer stated that at Kitt Peak, “We’ve been swamped with
calls for information.”
On Friday,
November
29,
1996,
a man
named Joshua
Chase, who lives
in San Frantelecisco,
phoned the Lick
Observatory near
San Jose: California, for information regarding the large
mystery object
near the “comet”
Hale-Bopp.
A
woman on the
55-person staff
at the observatory disclosed to
Mr. Chase that
the phone lines
were literally exploding with requests for information and possible explanations
for the
anomalous photos and alleged
radio
signals
coming from the
mystery object
traveling along
with
the
“comet”. When
Mr. Chase asked
the woman if she
could confirm or
deny the existence
of
the
“companion”,
woman
the
stated,
“yes”,
that she had received cotirmation of such existence from oth-
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ers within the observatory staff, as well as from scientists at other astronomical facilities within the United
States. The woman declined to reveal any names. She
added that the discovery
was so new and so
unprecedentedly strange that any hypothesis as to the
origin or purpose of the object would be purely speculative at this time. The woman seemed very excited and
spokewithMr.Chaaeforalxtuthalfanhour.
Also, an unnamed spokesperson
at the Royal
Greenwich Observatory in Greenwich, England was
recently asked about the anomalous object near the
“comet” Hale-Bopp.
The spokesperson responded,
“Concerning your question about observed anomalies
in the same field of view of C-1995-01 (which is the
technical name of Hale-Bopp), be advised that, while I
have no first-hand observations or data, I have seen
data from two teams involved in both astronomy as well
as radio-velocity.
The anomaly apparently does exist.
However, I cannot say how large or how close to the
comet it actually is. The data I saw was preliminary
and the team, while very excited about their discovery,
is following careful procedures in reducing their data.
Some tidbits must have leaked out already. No doubt
this is what has caused the (current) stir...”
It appears that Japanese newspapers are running
front page stories on a Japanese astronomer who has
picked up the radio signals coming from the anomalous object. Yet we hear next to nothing about all this
in the good old U.S. of A. The scientific and astronomical community is abuzz with Hale-Bopp and the
mystery object near it, while we hear little-to-nothing
about it from our mainstream media! !
If ever there was a time when information was being withheld from the general public in America about
incredible cosmic events in our immediate future, now
is the time. To think that the heads of ABC, CBS,
NBC, CNN, NASA, etc., do not know what is happening, is utterly ridiculous.
At the same time, however,
to think that they will volunteer this information to us
when the means of controlling us depends so heavily
upon depriving us of the truth is equally nonsensical!
Maybe President Clinton will soon make some stupid
announcement that “bad aliens” are here to get us!!
But he probably won’t tell us that they are coming right
out of Edwards Air Force Base in California, White
Sands in New Mexico, and Area 51 in Nevada!! I
Watch out for the green saucers!
What we can do is to call the news media, write to
them, and FAX them with inquires about what is really going on. Here’s the important part: If we can do
this, not through demanding, but through impassioned
pleas that may touch their own hearts and souls, it may
cause them to seriously reconsider the whole idea of
withholding information.
This could, if done properly, help them to see the Light in their own awakening, and this would help us all to see the truth revealed.
Of course, our adversary won’t necessarily be too happy
about all this. But is that not the central challenge
between Good and Evil?!
Perhaps it is that we, as a species, do not have the
proper sense of wonder, of respect and reverence for
our Creator and all of Creation. Do we respect one another7
As the ancient Chinese Tao (pronounced Dow) puts it:
“When the people lack a proper sense of awe, then
some awful visitation will descend upon them.”
Let us do what we can, now, to restore the proper
sense of awe and wonder that should be a natural part
of the make-up of each and every person on this planet.
For if we do not do so, we may soon see that awful
visitation of Herculobus descend upon us.
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From: Name Withheld
To: artbell@aol.com
Date: 96-12-11

Dear Mr. Bell,
I have listened to your program off and on for around
two years now, whenever I get “down-time”, I have some
disturbing information and I felt that your program would
be the perfect vehicle with which to distribute what I have.
I have been under the employ of the Vatican for over
five years. I have done what could best be described as
counter-intelligence work, for the Church. I am a man
of God and please believe me when I tell you that the
information I have is genuine, arid very serious.
Without going into too much detail about my former
employers, I will briefly tell you that I have had a Top
Level security clearance in the Vatican for quite some
time. Most of the work I have done regrettably falls into
the realm of “blacksps”, and I will not go into detail
about that now.
Around six months ago, I was working at a data terminal in a highly restricted area following a case that I
had just completed, when I stumbled onto something that
nearly made my heart stop. Please pay attention here,
this is where it gets strange.
I uncovered a heavily encrypted sub-system that was
surprisingly well hidden. I found that it was only accessible through the terminal I was at, and one other terminal. (I must point out that the area I was in was not an
area that I routinely used.) After two minutes of trying
to get into the system, the whole lab shut itself down and
I was booted off the terminal. Not wanting to raise any
eyebrows, I decided to leave and come back later that
night. The strange thing was, when I came back, there
were ARMED guards standing sentry outside of the lab.
I must say that it is not unusual to see guards roaming
the Vatican, but it is very unusual for them to stand sentry at a lab, much less while armed.
Over the next month, I managed to slip in u~oticed
only once. And after I had found what I came for, I understood the security.
It took me a good deal of time to break into the system, and when I did, I wished I hadn’t. When I entered
the system, I came across a file titled “WORMWOOD?”
(Yes, with a question mark.) Thinking it to be a text file,
SOME
INFORMATION
SOURCES
I brought up the file with the intent of copying so I could
read it later. What happened next was truly remarkable.
(1) Phoenix Journal (#21) CreaCion, The Sacred The file sort of “deteriorated” into a series of command
See last page of
for ordering in- lines that lasted approximately two minutes. Once it was
formation.
done running, there it was.
(1976), and
I had found a direct link-up to the Hubble Space Tele(1990), both by Zecharia Sitchin, Avon Books, New scope. Not only that, but it was pointed directly at the
York, New York.
Comet Hale-Bopp. The program was running some kind
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of analysis. Taking directional notes, projecting path of
travel, etc. After realizing what I had discovered, I started
searching and came across an e-mail data trail that led
directly to the offtce of the Pope himself. What was discussed, I cannot know.
Over the next two weeks, I began to uncover evidence
that the Vatican is very aware of the existence of the companion, and is VERY worried about it. I began to copy
riles and pictures that were present at the terminal, when
I found a report from the United Nations to the Vatican,
as well as a report from NASA regarding their concerns.
It is very obvious to me that a great many people and
entities know of the companion and are doing their best
to keep quiet, VERY quiet. As the next part of my story
illustrates.
I had found another file that I wanted to look at, but
it was independently encrypted. At the time that I discovered it, I had already been online at the terminal for
some time, so I decided-to copy the file encrypted, and
decode it at my leisure. As I was leaving the lab, I was
approached by two of the Pope’s top aides and was asked
to meet them later in the evening. I didn’t feel comfortable about the situation, so I agreed and told them that I
needed to shower, and would join them later. I haven’t
been back to the Vatican since.
I found out about a week later through some old friends
and contacts that a contract had been placed on my life.
‘ILvodays later my mother and father were killed in a car
crash in France. Three days after that, my brother and
sister were killed when their single-engine plane went
down on the East Coast of the U.S. I’ve been on the run
for a very long time now, and am still trying to decode the
file that I have in my possession. Approximately ten copies have been distributed to friends in the field in the event
that I should disappear. I do not fear for my life, as I am
very adept at not being found, however I believe that the
world needs to know of the information that I have. I
would be willing to share all that I have with you, Mr.
Bell. But you need to understand that your life could be
in danger if you were to go public with what I give you. I
apologize for being so vague, but I feel it necessary at this
point in time.
If you would like the information, say so over the air
when you get this letter. If I am not listening, someone
will get the information to me, as there is no safe way for
you to contact me at this point in time. I await your response.
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purpose to fulfill. That part of Creator which
resides within you has all the knowledge of you,
Be at peace, my scribe. There is work to be your creation, and your overall purpose for
done and we shall walk in the Radiant Path being. We shall refer to this as your SOUL.
together. I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn; I come (That which is of Creator God.)
in the Light of Creator God. Get comfortable
a
a
and tet the information flow through.
12114196

along with’ all of your past and future
experiences, shall cultivate your inner God-self
(your SOUL) in such a manner that you will
growinunderstanding
ofthe truereasonforbeing.
YOUR
THIS

TRUTH

IS

TRUTH

IS

AND

SOUL
PURPOSE
VERSUS
LIFE’S
PURPOSE

TRUTH1

Truth is truth is truth! You cannot avoid the
true nature of your spiritual existence.
Dark
ones would like to keep you Lighted Ones from
recognizing these basic principles of fact for as
long as it is possible. You cannot silence God or
any of His messengers
acting on His behalf.
There shall ALWAYS be another to take up the
pen and march forward into INFINITY!
The adversary may be able to physically
assault those of you in the physical and he may
very well be able to precipitate a whirlwind of
confusion as he efforts to tear down that which
you are in the process of accomplishing.
KNOW
that
God
does not forsake those who are
getting His work done. Keep to the path and
call in the Light for balance.
BIRDS
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BEES

It has been stated over and over again, down
there on your planet, that “God is Light”! This
is indeed TRUE in its most basic form. Ones
must then need to know what LIGHT truly is
and how it is that it functions-if
they are to
truly understand
where they come from, how
they were created, and how they fit into the
This is the “Bi.rds
overall order of Creation.
and the Bees” lesson of Creator and Creation.

Your scientists have proven this basic truth
and will tell you that all matter has a vibratory
rate to it, and that when you stop the vibration
of an object, it disintegrates
and ceases to
exist. Your scientists will also explain that, if
you increase the vibratory rate of an object
(usually done by adding heat), it will explode.
These are basic observations that cannot be
“plagiarized” for they are universal in nature.
They are the external, observable effects of the
underlying Laws that govern your universe.
What are these Laws?
They are simply the wisdom of Creator’s
thinking!
The essence of simplicity in nature, these
Laws encompass ali observable effects that you
ones can perceive around you.
Your scientists

you
It is such a basic part of your being that
you will miss it every time, especially down
there in the confusion
of
that physical
experience.
Your purpose is given to you
at your time of creation and is, in effect, programmed into the very Light fibers of your soul.
This program is what gives you your unique
freque.cy
signature that makes you a unique
So, to truly understand
aspect of Creator.
your Soul purpose, you would have to first
recognize
and understand
the fundamental
nature of Creator’s creation process. This is a
function of God’s thinking.
hung
up

This is to say that, in this present life, you
may need to strengthen a certain aspect ofyour
live.
soul self)
being so that you can face greater challenges in
futureexperiences-challenges
thatwill, in turn,
help
you
to
reach
your
true
potential
in a MUCH
journey
of self
larger scope of experiencing.
You ALL are on a mission of self discovery
There are ones among you who have learned
that will earn you the right to take your position
as a co-creator alongside of Creator Himself. all their lessons in the physical and have elected
to come back at this time to fulfill very special
This is only allowed when you have completed
purposes that are not typically available in the
ALL of your lessons at “Godhood”.
third-dimensional
realms. This is to say, for
clarification, that you have great teachers among
you who are working out what some would
consider
to be outlandish experiments-in
God created you with the thinking of His
a
mind. He was both the father and the mother
order to see if it is indeed possible
to
and He gave of Himself unto you a part of Him.
Thus, you are, in effect, God’s children who accomplish that which, in theory, should work.
And with each part He created, He assigned a are growing into maturity, and this experience,
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and Service to Creator, come.at
this critical
time to speak with you that you may hear these
words and be inspired to recognize your own
Light within.
Salu!
*
*
*
*
*

you

THIS INTER-CONNECTED
EXPANSION
IS THE “JOY” PART OF EXISTING.

a
Ljo not be overwhelmed
if you do not, at
first, feel that you understand
these words.
Many get upset when they are confronted with
the fact that there is a Force Higher than that
of their
Creator
God,
for this implies
(erroneously)
that they are somehow less than
what they feel themselves to be. Creator God is
one with Creation. When you fulfill your soul
purpose, you too will have become one with
Creator God. Therefore, you will have also
become one with Creation itself,
It is truly a wondrous journey that fulfills
the “empty void” feeling within that many are
experiencing
at this time and will do almost
anything-to
escape from having to confront.
They are, in effect, trying to escape from their
responsibilities
by remaining in ignorance. The
harder that these ones try to escape, the more
overwhelming
the empty sensation becomesuntil such a point of desperation is reached that
ones will finally go deep within and find that
internal Light Source connection
and realize
that. what they are lacking is the conscious
connection
to Source, Who has been sitting
within,
there,
waiting
patiently
to be
remembered all the while.
May these words of inspired truth find their
way through to your heart and fill you with that
for which you long: Balance, Truth, Certainty
of who you are and why
and Knowingnessyou might be here at this time.
Discern for yourself your own path.
Seek, first, balance within the Light of God
and you will find the Inner Joy that you desire.
I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, come in Light

You live in an electric-wave universe. God
IS! From God comes thought expressed as
Light. Duality comes in the form of electricity
and magnetism.
The split pairs of opposites
are what make up the Male and the Female.
God is infinite and unlimited in His projected
thought,
but moves NOT. God resides in the
Still Silence, and from Him comes that which
appears to be comprised of physical matter but
which, in actuality, is only LIGHT manifest. All
is light. God sends forth His Light and then
God pulls back in His Light, and then there is
rest, stillness, voidance.
In your world there
to be motion
and physical movement, yet in actuality there
is none. The light-made-manifest
is a thought
projection of God and this thought of God IS
STILL and motionless.
God IS. I AM.
To be without God is to be without Light.
And to be without Light is Hell. To perish without Light is an unthinkable horror, yet man, in
his ego-filled ways, “thinks? this cannot happen
to him. God, residing in the stillness, kn0w.s
that His creations will eventually return to Him
or be untreated, thus vanishing forevermore.
God is inhaling His Light at this time, thus
returning
His Lighted Fragments
back unto
Himself, for God is ALL there is. There is only
ONE ,LIGHT. The Creation and God are One,
yet separate.
The One Light splits into two,
and from the two come the many. The many
shall return to Source as One with the stillness,
within the perfect motionless
silence that IS
God’s Thought.
Man runs about here and there “perceiving”
reality in motion, and yet this perception is, in
actuality, illusion, for in truth there is no activity, no motion, no movement-only
the stillness of God’s Light projected as thought. God
IS. This is no riddle, it simply IS! Man’s
thought is limited to flatland perception.
In the
reality of God’s Light there is no matter, only
space, the void, which is filled with God’s
thought in action-which
is still.
To disallow
discussion
of these most
fundamental matters of the creation process is
to attempt to harness the air you breathe.
It
cannot and will not be done. God’s people will
come into knowing and those who would
enslave God’s people or keep God’s people in
ignorance
shall be cast out from God’s
Thought-which
is ALL. So be it.
I Am Aton, The One Light.

This
is a manual for living the life
jlessed of God. Cuts to the core of the nature of man,
ret offers gentle direction filled with compassion
peyond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful
ret, together, they form a team of one. The Masters
offer insight to the planet, our purpose, God’s inrolvement and will, our journey home, the Greater
Vision. The messages resonate as musical chords
within the very soul essence. The words shared
*enew hope and give the phrase “Trust in God” a
Ieeper meaning.
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of CONTACT,

Peace and blessings this day, Thomas. Esu
Sananda present in radiance to give a message
unto my brethren who await direction and guidance.
Many have heard the call and await
instructions,
while others grow weary and impatient.
Ah, beloved, it is the time of the Great Cycle
change and your nation is at crisis. Has it not
been said that in the end times Satan would rule
your world? Look around you-what
do you
see? The turmoil and strife of survival has
struck at the very hearts of the people of this
once great nation. The patriots call forth for
action and many would, and indeed shall, go to
their death with freedom on their lips and a gun
in their hand. Beloved, it shall not be done in
this manner-the
turn about shall not be accomplished with the gun!
You must become informed or indeed how
do you hope to enter into leadership to offer
solutions to a starving and searching people?
This world needs no more pious leaders with
puffed egos who shout that they alone have the
answer. What is needed at this time, beloved
ones, is unity and team players. United you can
and shall stand-but
a divided house cannot
stand. Has it not been proven countless times
over lo these eons of time?
I hear your pleas unto me for direction and
the call compels the answer! Your voices have
been heard and you shall be given that which
you seek.
During this Holiday Season, do you think
first of thine brother and his needs or do you
dwell on your own perceived difficulty?
Do
you freely share that which you have, however
plentiful or meager it may be, with those less
fortunate-or
do you keep your stores of stuffs
under lock and key to spoil and rot? Who
among you helps your brother when you are
directly confronted
with a call for help? And
who among you looks the other way in disgust
and denial at the one less fortunate?
Do I come this day to lay some kind of
guilt “trip” on you? No, beloved, I just ask the
question that you may give momentary pause
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for reflection and give thanks to Creator for all
that He has blessed you with this and every day.
How many among you remember to thank
God for that which you have? And those of you
who do not think twice about such a notionwhere think you the Source of your being stems
from? Random chance? Come now. God is
quite real, beloved, quite real indeed and the
sooner many of you come to terms with that
fact, the sooner you can get on with living life
according to His rules of Balance-the
Laws of
Balance.
Truly, it is not difficult to live according to
God’s path-for
each is born with the knowledge of those laws within their very breast.
Think you that you know not that which is right
from that which is wrong? Nay, you know.
You see, there is no escaping the responsibility for self within this planetary experience
of existence.
While it is true that you are
entirely free to do that which you will-you
are
also free to be bound for all eternity to the
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places of physical density (matter), removed
from the presence and radiance of Creator God.
Is it not the better part of wisdom to live your
life according to the balanced direction He has
laid forth for your own fUlfillment and joyous
evolvement?
What is it in man that causes such
rebellion and vicious denial?
Each is free to choose-but
as I said before-ye
are either with me or ye are against
me. There is no in between.
As you gather with your families this Holiday Season, think toward goodness and generosity and open, joyous sharing. Give thanks for
thine blessings for they are manifold. Let not
greed and bickering enter your hearts but rather
be at peace in the knowledge that God’s radiance shines freely upon those of His who live
according to His Plan.
Ask and you shall be answered.
Seek and
you shall find. The mysteries lay before you,
but they shall not be mysteries for long-for
it
is the time of knowing.
Let us restore this nation to greatness under
God while there is time-for
the clock is ticking
and the year 2000 is just around the corner.
Remember this, please: God, too, has a Plan
2000.
Be at peace and at joy in thine hearts for ;
have prepared a place for thee as promised.
I AM SANANDA.
Salu.

*

*
915194
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I sit in wonder as I look into the nighttime
sky and view all the splendor and magnificence.
In the air, there is the first hint of the change of
the seasons. Soon the hot and sunny days will
be gone and in their place, crisp, cool mornings
and nights and the beauty of the wintertime
a good skies.
a
The “Seven Sisters” of the Pleiades Constellation are visible once again after their summer vacation.
As I look heavenward, they are
like sparkling sapphires that stand out in the
dark sky. They are as old friends, returned
again for their seasonal visit and I greet them
warmly and long to again return home.
Then, gazing upon the strobing star-ships, a
childhood memory of many days long past comes
into mind and I recite the rhyme once more:
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“Twinkle, twinkle, little star, how I wonder
where you are, up above the world so high, like
a diamond in the sky.”
It still carries with it a magical tone of
wonderment,
but now even more so, for I truly
DO wonder where they might be and what they
might be seeing from their vantage point, way
up there among the stars and planets. Is there
more peace and love and contentment there? I
certainly hope so.
All the beauty of the sky at night, such
splendor to behold, and I wonder:
it
all brought forth from nothingness?
Then I hear
the answer: By thoughts of Love- a Love so
great that it could not be contained
and it
exploded outward, ever growing ever expanding.
Then I begin to realize that I am a part of
that expansion,
of that love so great that it
could not be contained
and, moreover,
that
within me is a fragment of that
love and
the
thoughts which brought all forth!
’
And then: If I be a part of the whole, then I
too must have the
ability to be filled to
such an overflowing that I could not contain it
and that I, too, would have to release it snd send
it on its way, allowing it to ever grow and expand!
So then: ifthat be the case, why do I sit here,
waiting for my ship to come in? Why do not
go oL:t there and find that ship? What’s stopping me? Who. can stop a thought of love so
great? The answer: only me, only me. I am the
only one standing in my own way because, out
of fear and unbelief, I stand still-waiting,
waiting, waiting.
But what if Columbus had waited because
he was afraid; or ifEmmanuel had run the other
way because he was fearful; or what if Thomas
Jefferson had doubted his beliefs? What did
these souls possess that I do not? Were they
any more a part of the whole than I? What made
these ones so great?
Could it be courage? And where does courage come from? How do I get some? What
makes one man develop it and not another? Is
there some magical formula that I just don’t
know about? Where did they find it? Was it
there all the time, waiting for them to call upon
it? Is it within me, waiting, waiting, waiting.
Perhaps great men aren’t born courageous;
perhaps they become courageous
simply because they have a passion so great, a lovethought so great that it cannot be contained
within them and it explodes forth, growing and
expanding.
Is that how it all is in this universe? Do we
lack the passion ofmen of days gone by, or have
we taken passion and turned it into a lust-a
lust for the physical pleasures?
Have we forgotten
what life is really all
about and why we are here? Have we been
seduced, just as those in the days of Sodom &
Gomorrah were seduced, by the physical lusts?

And if that be the case, then what is our
destiny? What is our legacy? Are we destined
for the same end, the same judgment as were
those two cities? What an utter waste of the
magnificence of the civilization that could be.
So I have to ask myself whether I shall stand
proud before the Almighty for the part I have
played, or shall I hang my head in shame? Will
I be told: “Well done, my good and faithful
servant!” Or shall I hear: “Go to the left, for I
knew you not.”
I must ask myself, with each thought I think,
each word I speak, each thing that I do: “Am I
benefiting civilization, OR am I benefiting anticivilization?”
There is so much of my past that I am not
proud of, yet the Creator still continues to
bestow blessing after blessing upon me, even
when I feel the most unworthy.
And if that is
not
then I do not know what is, Then
comes the reminder: “To whom much is given,
much is required.”
With this knowledge, no longer am I able
to sit back and wait for another to do it, for
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I am responsible for all that I have thought,
all that I have spoken and all that I have
done.
I-and
I alone-shall
be held accountable for My life.
And if I err, then I must have the courage to
admit the error; and if I should hurt another,
then I must have the courage to ask their forgiveness.
And, above all, I must have the courage to
stand up for that which I believe in and allow
the passion to grow beyond containment,
regardless of the ridicule that will come.
Then and only then will I truly be able to say
that I am a part of the overall plan of Creation
and that I have played my role to the best of my
ability-and
will be able to stand before the
Creator with my head up and hear the words,
“Well done, my good and faithful servant!”
It is amazing, the thoughts that come from
“nowhere” when we simply get quiet for a few
moments, put aside all the worries and cares of
our lives, and sit open-eyed in wonderment
beneath a starry night sky and sing, “Twinkle,
twinkle little star,..,”
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